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0.0 SUMMARY

Due to the increase in the use of Built-In Test (BIT) and External Test

Equipment (ETE), for maintainability purposesin recent years the figures

of merit (FOM), analyses techniques and demonstration techniques currently

used for maintainability lack the capability of expressing the adequacy of

BIT and/or ETE (BIT/ETE). The objective of this study was to determine

what BIT /ETE FOMs and their associated analysis /demonstration techniques

are required to determine the adequacy of BIT /ETE. Also, how and when

should these BIT /ETE FOMs be specified.

The BIT /ETE FOMs defined and examined in this study have all appeared

in previous system /equipment specifications. However, few system specifica-

tions have thoroughly defined all the BIT /ETE objectives and in many cases

the interpretation of the requirements was ambiguous. As a result of this

study a firm definition of each of the BIT /ETE FOMs has been established.

These definitions and the models that define them are summarized in Table 1.

For the FOMs defined with "detected faults", "detectable faults" can be in-

terchanged with "detected faults" without affecting the definition of the FOM.

For each of the defined BITVETE FOMs, methodologies have been developed

for analysis and demonstration. The analysis and demonstration techniques

developed consist of existing techniques, modification of existing techniques,
and new techniques. Table 2 summarizes the various analysis and demon-

stration techniques that apply to each BIT/ETE FOM.

A methodology has also been developed to determine when each BIT /ETE

FOM should be specified. The methodology correlates the various system/

equipment BIT/ETE objectives with the BIT/ETE FOMs that suit each objec-

tive the best. Determination of the most suitable FOMs was based on 1) how

the BIT /ETE FOM was rei.,tted to BIT /ETE objective, and 2) how well the

BITfETE FOM was evaluated as a figure of merit, Guidelines have also been

provided to ensure that the specification of numerical values for multiple

POMs (i.e., when specifying related FOMs together) Is consistent (i.e., not

contradictory).

The final result of this study indicates that only minor alterations are

required to integrate BIT /ETE FOMs defined and their corresponding analysis/

demonstration techniques into the present maintainability program plans. The

minor alterations that are required have been developed in this report.
...
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF BIT/ETE FOM ANA LYSIS/DEMONSTRATION T9,

BIT/ETE FO5M Analysis Technique Demonstration Techni uo
* Fraction of Faults Detected (FFD) * can be analyzed by a ratio of occurrence rates * con be verified by a binominall dilett

(e.g., failure rate) by field data collection (FFDD only,
0 Fraction of False Alarms (FFA) 9 can be analyzed by a ratio of occurrence rates 0 can be verified by field datai collect1

(e.g., failure rate)
* Fraction of False Status Indications * can be analyzed by a ratio of occurrence rates * can be -verified by field data collec

(FF51) (e. g., failure rate)
* Mean Fault Detection Time (TpD) o can be analyzed by a method similar to MIL- can be verified by direct time meaaj

HDBK-4?2 procedure 2 or RADC-TR-78-169,
a failure rate weighted averagle of time. (times
determined thru time line analysis)

0 Mean BIT/ETE Running Time (TB3) ecan be analyzed by time line analysis since c~.on he vertflod by direct time mea*!
there to no randomness in Ito occurrence

9 Frequeney of SIT/ETE Executions e oan be analyzed by time line analysis since .( it be verified by direct ulme meftii
W13)-there is no randomness In Its occurrence

0 Test Thorough ness (TT) e can be analyzed by a ratio of occurrence rates 0 can be verified by direct measurenl4
(e.g., failure rate) the same way FFD is demonst rated,

on how it i a defl ned
* Fault Isolation Rtesolution (FIR(L)) is can be analyzed by a ratio of occurrence rates * can be verified by a multinonfial dig1

(e.g. , fai lure rate) or by field data collection
e Fraction of Faults Isolated (FF1) 0 can be analyzed by a ratio of occurrence rates 0 can be verified by a binomial distrii

(e. go, failure rate) by field data collection
* Mean Fault Isolation Time (TFI) * can be analyzed by a method similar to MIL- 0 can be verified by techniques simi1i

HDBK-472, procedure 2 or ItADC-TH-78-169, MIL-BTD-471 or by field data colloid
a failure rate weighted average of times (times
determined thru time line analysis)

e Maintenane Personnel Skill Level Ccan be analyzed by a weighted average of skill e can be verified by direct meamureni4
(MPSL) levels if it Is defined as an average, otherwise field data collection

it is strictly determinied by measuring the max-
Imuni skill level required for each maintenance
action

R IT/ETE Rl~eiability IMTBFB/E) Ccan be analyzed using MIL-IIDBK-217 0 can be verified by using the technij
MIL-STD-781 or feld data collectioti

is BIT/ETE Maintainability ecan be analyzed using MIL-HDBK-472, e con be verified using the technique
(MTThD/E) RADC-TR-78-169 MIL-STD-4'?i or field data collection

eBIT/EST Availability (AB/E) e can be analyhted using current techniques to 4 can be verified by using the techni4
determine reliability ar~d maintainability (e. g., MIL-STD-781 and MIL-STD-471 Or b
MIL-HD)BK-217, MIL-FIDBK-472, e..)collection

e System Maintainability (?ATTRl) e can be analysed using MIL-HDBK-472, e can be verified by using the technii
IIADC..TH78-169, MIL-STD-471 or field data oolleotioT!

* System Availability (A) o can be analyzed using current techniques to e can be verified by using the technii
determine reliability and maintainability (e.g., MIL-STD-781 and MIL-BTD-472 or
MIL-HDBIC-217, MIL-HDBK-4'72, etc...) data collection

4, Fraction of Erroneous Fault e can not be analyzed 0 can be verified by a binomial diatril
Isolation Reaults (FEFI) by field data collection
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF BIT/'ETE FONI ANALYSIS/DEMONSTRATION TECHNITQUES
Sms ~~~~~~.................. A•iy_. !.r ._• _--.............---.--.-...............-...---,-0--.--..-•0~hj~

klMMAayi Tochnique renionstra~tion Techniaue
i. Detected (FFD) 0 can be analyzod by a ratio of occurrence rates 0 can be verified by a binominal distribution or

10.g., failure rate) by field data eollection (FF1) 1) only)
o Alarms (FFA) 0 can be analyzed by a ratio of occurrnce rates * Ca Ix veriti,.d by Aeld dota collection only:. (e. 1., fRUure rate)

Atatuu lndicatios * can be aralyzed by a rauo of occurrence rates can be verified by field data collection only

(e.g., failure rate)
Won Time (TpD) * can be analyzed by a method similar to MI.- 0 can be verified by direct time measurement

'HDBfk-4?2 procedure 2 or HADlC-TR- 7-169,
a failure rate weighted average of times (times.
determined thru time line analysis)

in-ing Time (TS) 0 can be analyzed by time line analyi.s since 0 can be verified by direct time mensuiti•ient
therr is no randomnesa In its occurrence

TE, Executions 0 can be analyzed by time Une amalysis since 0 can be verifled by direct eise measurement
there is no randomness in Its occurrence

(TT) 0 can be analyzed by a ratio of occurrence rates 0 can be verified by direct measuroment or' - (e.g., failure rate) the sarie way F.D is demonstrated, depending
' on how it in deflned

b"-lution (OFl(Ll) • can be analyzed by a ratio of ocourrence rates 0 can be verified by a multinomial distribution
(e.g., failure rate) or by field data colloctiol

6' lsolated (Ftl) * can be analyzed by a ratio of occurrence rates * can be verifild by a binomial distribution or
(e0.g. failure rate) by field (dtas collection

Timne rrFl) 0 can be analyzed by a method similar to MIL- * can be verified by tochniques similar to
H")HBK-472, procedure 2 or RADC-Tlt-7a-169, MlI,-STI),471 or by field dtta collection
a failure rate weighted average of times (times
detormined thru time line analysis)

_beI Skill Level e can bI analyzed by a weighted ave rape of skill a can be verified by direct mtemwuremont or byievelJs U It is defined as an avorage, otherwise field data collection
it iN strictly determined by measuring the may-
imum skill level required for each maintenance
action

(IWTBFB/E) * can be analyzed using MIL-IIDBK-217 o can be verified by using the technitquea of
IMIL-STD-781 or field data oollectioll"1lity 0 cai be analyzed using MII,-IIDBK-472, e can be verified using the tochniqUes of

iRADC-TR-?h-16I MIL-STD-471 or field data collection
"t y (AB/E) e can be analyzed using current techniques to 0 can be verified by using the techniques ofdeterm/ne reliability and maintainability (e.g., Mll.-STD-791 and MIL-STD-471 Or by field dataMIL-HDBK-217, MIL-HDBK-472, etc.,.) collection
lity (UT'TR) m n be analyzed using MIL-liDBK.472, 0 can be verified by using the techniques ofRADC-TR-7S-1.69 MII,-STD-471 or field data collection
(A) S can be analyzed usingo urrent techniques to 9 can be verified by using the techniques of

Metermine reliability ad maihtainabtUty (e.g., MIL-STD-781 and MIL-STD-472 or by field
,OL-HDBK-WI, MIL-IIDBK-472, etc...) data collection

a Fault •can not be analyzed 0 can be verified by a binomial distribution or
_FI) by field data collection
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EVALUATION

The objective of this study was to investigate and determine figures of

merit that could be used in specifications as requirements for Built-in-Test

(BIT) and external tester adequacy as well as the corresponding demonstration

techniques and procedures that could be used to verify that the figures of

merit have been achieved.

The objectives have been satisfactorily fulfilled. The final report

provides the information necessary to adequately specify, analyze, and

demonstrate the BIT/ETE capabilities contained in a system/equipment. The

methodologies presented are compatible with existing maintainability program

elements and allow BIT/ElE requirements to be easily integrated into standard

maintainability programs.

The use of the results of this effort provides the foundation for the

consistent specification and verificmtion of effective BIT/ETE figures of

"merit in electronic equipwent/system acquisitions.

JERRY F. LIPA, JR.
Project Engineer
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1.0 INRDUCTION

This document presents the reeults of a study to investigate and determine
the measures and figures of merit that should be used in specificat~ions as require-
ments for Built-in Test (BIT) and External Test Equipment (ETE) adequacy. This
study was performed under Contract P$0602-78-C-0137 with Rome Air Develop-
ment Centers This report In prepared in accordanue with CDHL item A90O2 and
data item description DI-S-3591A/M.
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1.1. DEFINITION OF THE P ROBLEM
in recent years the use of Built-in Test (11TI and/or Externill Test Xquip-

ment (FTE) as miaintenance tools hans itierosed mignif~iatitly. For purixose" of
this stady lIlT and ETR are defined ast

BW4ln testj (UM - 'that capability internal to an oquipment/systoni w-hich
is pOrovided for the purpose of tatiuro detection and/or isolation. includes
built-in test equipment (BITE) , software programs, firmware programs,
tout circuitry, maintenance panels, status indicatora, etc.
Extertial-Tent-Equip~5ent (ETH) - That special purpose or general purpose
tost equipment external to an oqUipnwnt/systomi whivit is designated for
use in the failure detection and/or isolation process,

The figures of mnerit, analysis techniques, and demtonstration techniques
that are currently used for the purpose of miaintatinability laok the calability of-
expressing the adequacy of BIT and/or 1ET1 (BIT/ETE) within a systoni/
equipment. The objective of this study was to determnine the nicasurotf and fig-
ures of merit that are required to determinfe BIT/ETIE adequacey, Fu~rthermioro,
methodologies wvere to be developed to analyze and donmonstrateo these mea4,suros.

Specific objectives includedt
1) survey current figures of mierit to determine their usefulness and

comnpleteness for Hrr/TAEV specification and duterminiti other figures
of merit required, appropriate to 131T/ETE specification.

2) deotermiine meothods of meoasurmenott antd donionstration for the. astmoei-
ated figurett of mierit.

1') provide guidance for the specification of appropriate figures oft meritsi
and their nunierical values% in maintainability require.mttettis.

41 provide guidance pertaining to the integration of HIT/E.TF requremtits
and ana lysis /demonstration techniques Into the current mnaintainability

program plans.

2



1.2 APPROACH

"The approach to satisfying the study objectives consisted of the following:

1) Data collection- This task consisted of surveying the BIT/ETE FOMs

that are currently used and identifying what nmethodologles exist for

analyzing and demonstrating those FOMs. The outcome of this task

* '•was used to aid in the identification of additional BIT/ETE FOMs or

"analysis/demonstration methodologies required,

2) FOM evaluation - This task consisted of evaluating the suitability of

the defined FOMs as design specifications. A weighted rating evaluation
approach 'was used.

3) Analysis/demonstration techniques development - This step consisted

of developing appropriate analysis and demonstration techniques for the

U tdefined FOMs. The resulting techniques are a combination of existing,

modified and new methodologies.

4) FOM specification guldellne's - This task consisted of developing a

procedure for determining what BIT/ETE FOMs should be specified for

given system/equipment objectives.

5) Integration of BIT/ETE FOMs into maintainability programs - This task

consisted of determining how the newly developed BIT/11,TE FOMs and

their associated analysis/demonstration techniques should be implemented

into a maintainability program plan.

A4
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/ 2. 0 DATA COLLETIQ~

2.1 OBJECTIVE/APPROACH
A data collection effort was undertaken to determine what BIT/ETE FoMs are
curenty bingumed, what current methodologies are being used for analyming

and testing BZT/ETE*'what are the .6ccepted quantitative and qu~alitative definitions
for typical BIT/ETE FOMso and what Inherent fault detection or fault isolation
charaoterlutics are not Adequately covered by the current BIT/ETE FOMs. The
data cotlqot~pn effort. consiut# -ftr& e~ to tasks:

1. literature search,

2, system. specifications search, and

The following subsections summarize the approach and findings of each data
collection task.

4



2.2 LITERATURE SEARCH

t The first task performed in the data collection effort was an extensive litera-

tlure search. The literature search consisted of two different efforts; 1) survey
of military standards and handbooks for current BIT/ETE requirements and de-

finittons and, 2) survey of technical publications related to BIT/ETE.

2.2.1 Specification Review

Table 3 is a list of the documents examined that relate to BIT/ETE require-

ments. Investigation of the table indicates that a majority of the specifications

reference MIL-STD-415 when specifying requirements on BIT/ETE. MIL-STD-

418, paragraph 5.2.3, which is reproduced in Figure 1, only contains qualitative

requirements on BIT/ETE. The only specification that contained any quantitative

requirements on BIT/ETE was NAVAIR AR-10. NAVAIR AR-10 contained speci-
fic requirements on the proportion of faults detected/isolated by BIT/E'rE, and

the fault isolation ambiguity level. However, NAVAIR AR-10 is only applicable

to NAVAIR avionic equipment.

The only other document that contains information on the specification of
BIT/ETE requirements is NAVMAT-3960. NAVMAT 3900 provides guidelines

for the design and specification of BIT/ETE, but does not attempt to relate these

requirements to quantitative FOMs. The FOMs which are discussed include:

e Availability

* Reliability

* Mean Corrective Maintenance Time

e Fault Definition

* BIT Detectability Level
k - * BIT Fault-Isolation Level
'J. BIT False-Alarm Rate

* BIT Self-Test Requirement

9 Extent of Operator Participation

* Software Constraints (memory capacity)

* Design Growth Limits
a Design Cost Goal (ctmtraot specification)

* BIT Fail-Safe Provisions
* Fault Indicators

, Special BIT Features

* BIT Calibration Requirements

5
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5.2.3 BIT caaiij.-The built-ln~tost I81T) capability $hall be Incorporated as required by the contrato
assure affecti1ve Implementation of the defined maintenance concept, The buiit-In-test capability &hall consist of
the followingý

to) Sul f test provislons: Self-toot litovisions %hall be an Inherent part of an Item. These provisions
sh`all se-rve a dtual function: Item performance evaluation, and complementing BIT provisions to
provide item testing. When seit-test provisions are practical, the contractor shall use them,,however, their ueshall not~ ' jeprdz the oprtino prorac of the Item.

(bi Magia testin -When critical Item parameters or characteristics are subject to change or driftandBIan BT a ties must be used, these areas shall be tested by marginal testing techniques as
defined In this standard,

62.3.1 Applicability of test provision classes, -Class A and 13 teot provisions shall be applicable to the BIT

544.2 BIT provisions, - SIT provisions shall be added to ant itemn for the sole purpose of testing the item,
They shall be stimpl nindesi~n and operation, accurate, easily maintained, preferably more reliable than the
circuitry providing performancet and *hall not degiade the performance of the item iH which they are Incorporated.

5,2.13 Ease of operaion,. - BIT provisions shall provide optimum convenience of use and operation, Thedesign of controls a4d roaF *out devices shall be such that they can be easily used ond Interpreted by low skill
personnel, To the maximum extent It %hall be possible to operate the provisions with minimumn reference to Item
handbooks. The need for exsternal equipment or tools to supplement this testing capability shall be minimized.

F~igure 1, BIVTEri: Reurei of MlL-STI).4l5

2. 2. 2 Technical Publicattions Revimew
Sources for the technical publioations literature search werv:
1. Def~ense Documentation Center (DDC)
2. NASA Scientific and Technical Information Division
3. Hughes Aircraft Technical Library
A majority of the publications reviewed dealt with the design of BIT/FTE, but

4did nit address 11IT/ETF specification, analysis, or detnonstration. The only
document that contained ayIIiinformation about the specifloation of 131T/ETE was
A Guide to the Application of Bluilt-In Test to Navy Avionic Equipment, by AHtINC'
Reseproh Corporation (AD 8371 (94), (ne section was devoted to the Specification
of BIT/ETE, however, the content of that section merely stressed the need for
better ways to mpecify HIT/FTE. It also gave relative. guidelines on what the
specifications should be capable of (I. e., UIT/ETE specifications should be
capable of demonstration).

7
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2.3 SYSTEM SPECIFICATION SURVEY

The second data collection task used to identify the BIT/ETE FOMs that are

currently in use was to survey a representative sample of system specifications.

The review included specifications for forty-nine systems in which Hughes has
been either the contractor for, or a candidate contractor for. These forty-nine

system specifications cover a broad range of environments with 11 airborne,

10 ground, 18 shipboard, 4 missile, and I space (one system is used in ground
and airborne environments).

A review of the composite collection of FOMs identified in the system speci-

fication review indicates that all the FOMs fall into seventeen generic groupings.

The 'specific FOMs within each group vary in numerical value and exact definition
but all. relate to the same generic fault detection and/or fault Isolation character-

istic. The general BIT/ETE FOMs Identified and their various forms encountered

were:

1) fraction of faults detected:

Is percent of all faults aulonwtioally detected by WT/ETE
e percent of all faults detectable by BIT/ETE
0 percent of all faults detectable on-line by BIT/ETE
a percent of all faults and out-of-tolerance conditions detectable by

BIT/ETE

e percent of all faults detectable by any mneans

2) fraction of false alarms
e rate at which false indications occur (per 106 hours)

I percent of indicated failures caused by actual failures

a percent of BIT/ETE indicated failures caused by actual failures
* percent of BIT/ETE fault isolations to the wrong IIU

3) fraction of false status indications
s percent of erroneous BIT indications

4) mean fault detection time

I time to indicate a fault once it has occurred
* time to detect a fault once it has occurred

5) mean BIT/ETE running time

I time to verify that a failure has occurred/or has been repaired

using BIT/ETE

6) frequency of BIT/ETE executions

e time interval between BIT/ETE executions
a



7) test thorous&ness

* percent of all equipnment fNuotions tested

8) fault isolatIon resolution

* isolation of P1 percent of the failures to X1 LIRUs, P12 percent of the

failures to X2 LRUs and so on, with aiV fault isolation method.

a isolation of all faults to less than or equal to some maximwu number

of LRUS.

• isolation of P1 percent of the failures to X1 I4UUss P2 percent of the

failures to X2 LRUs, and so on, with BIT/ETE

e isolation of a specified percent tf the failures to loes than or equal

to a speciflod quantity of LR~s at the various maintenance levels.

e isolation of a speciftied perment of the failures down to less than or

equal to a nmixtmum number of plug-in modules.

* isolation sen i-automatioally to a certain percent of all faults dowil

to a specified number of LUs.
9) fmction of faults isolated

• isolate a certain percent of all failures that oocur

0 isolate it cortahi p••etnt of all failurs that oscur with NIT/FTV,

10) nlthn fault isllatiOn time

i isolate a specified pl, rent of failures that ocour within a4 spettifted

mtatimniun time,

* isolate a failure down to a replaceable levtelt within a spevified

average t imre.

* isolate a failure down to a replameable level within i spetolfied time

onoe the fault isolation process has been inititted.

11) maintenance perskinnel skill level

t all maintenance acislons must be capable oif be lg performed by it

specified quantity of mainteonace t perstnel with a specifietd skill

level, at various maintenance levels.

B IrT/lFTE must be designled for use by at spteified mininuum skill

level technician

12) BITV/ETE ue-to-1et.l it.

* ntumn-time-to-reol i r FTY

e mean-time-to-repair monitoiing/fault isolation functions



13) BIT/ETE mean tirie between failures

9 mean time between failures of monitoring/fault Isolation functions

9 mean time between failures of ETE only

14) BIT/ETE availability

9 monitoring/fault isolation functions should be operating with a

specified probability o! survival.

15) mean-time-to-repir

e system/equipment MTTh & maximum repair time

S system/equipment MTT& maximum repair time at various
Smaintenance 10vls"18

S16) availability

. inherent availability

e operational availability

17) active memory allocated for BIT/ET. ftunctions

e mohitoring/fault Isolation functloi•e shal l take up a specified percent "1

of active computer memory.

A summary of the system specifications reviewed ard BIT/ETE FOMs

identified In each is shown in Table 4.

10
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TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF BYIT/ETE FOMR SPECIFIED IN SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
GENERIC BIT/ETE FOM TYPES

b 01-

4r4

.. I,.Y0TEM/EQWJPMENT ,_

2 DAAxxxx x
3 M A Dxxxx x
CHTxxxx x

P,-18 RADAR X X X X X X X X X x x
6. APG"63 X x x X X X x x
7. run1 x x x
a, IwnS x X x x
96 TOSS it X X x X X x X

10. GBU..15 x
1.THORNTON* x x

1. BEEKIOLOO X x x X X X X X x x X X
2, PLRB X X x
3, COMBAT GRANDE X x x X X x
4. AN/TPQ-36 x X
5. AN/TrPQ-37 X x
ei JOB x x x x
7. AN/PRC-104 x x
6. RADEK x X X x
g. MIFAIS x X X X X

10, HADR X X X
114 TIREFINDIR X x X X x
12. XM-1 x x x x x X
1I. M6OA2 x
14, M5CAB X
16, SHERIDAN LRF x

*albo usedIn ground a vronment

............



TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF BIT/ETE FOMs SPECIFIED
IN SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

GENER.IC BIT /ETE FOM TYPES

BYRTEM/EQUIPMENT

Ahigboard
1. K- 1183x
2, K-82 X X

3, BID X!

4, AN/SPS.42 x

5. BQQ-5 x x X

6. 8QQ-a X XX

'7. AN/SLQ-33 X X
8' . AN/SLQ-17 X X
9. AN/Sq-70 X X

10. SUHTASI X X X*X X X X
.11, UYA-4. X X
12. MK-117 X X X
18. TUNA BID X X
14, SIURADS X
15. AN/U'YQ-21 X X X
10. BADS X
17.. T0CC X x X X
19. IPD/TAS X X X X X

MISSILEt
1 MAVERICK X X
2. PHOENIX X X x x
3. TOW X X X

4. ROLAND X X X

8PACEi

1. SIRE X

12



2.4 INDUSTRY SURVEY

The third task of the data collection effort was an industry survey. The ob-
jective of this task was to broaden the data base obtained through the literature

search, and the system specification survey, by surveying reliability/

maintainabiL~y engineers from companies that are familiar with the use of RMA

techniques and the specification/test of BIT/ETE requirements in DoD contracts.

A list of candidate companies was extracted from the list of Government

Industry Data Exchange Program (GIDEP) subscribers. A BIT/ETE survey ques-

tionnaire was submitted to the reliability/maintainability engineers of each re-

spective compa!y. Figure 2 is a copy of the questionnaire form submitted. The

questionnaire wos set up to collect the following information:

1) BIT/ETE FOMs that are currently used and type of system they are Yr

used on

2) recommendations for new BIT/ETE FOMs
3) user critique of the BIT/ETE FOMs identified.

Of the one hundred thirty-nine questionnaires sent out, thirty-one responses

were received, for a 22 percent return. Of the thirty-one responses received,

twenty-eight responses contained usable data. The remaining responses were.

blank.

Part I of the BIT/ETE questionnaire (Figure 2) was used to identify what BIT/

ETE FOMs each respective engineer has had experience with (either in analysis,

demonstration, or specification) and the types of equipments (e.g., shipboard,

ground, airborne, etc...) they have been used on. In order to aid the engineers

that were polled, the BIT/ETE FOMs identified to date were tabulated for their

convenience. Space was provided for additional FOMs. The results of this part

of the survey indicate that the BIT/ETE FOMs listed are FOMs that have been

encountered in one way or another (I. e., in specification, analysis, or demon-

stration) for the various system types. The results also showed, as expected,

the lack of experience In demonstrating several of the BIT/ETE FOMs tabulated

such as; false alarm rate/false status indications, fault isolation ambiguity level,

and percent of fault isolation with BIT/ETE.

Part II of the BIT/ETE questionnaire (Figure 2) was used to obtain each
engineer's view of the usefulneos of the BIT/ETE FOMs identified. This part

of the questionnaire consisted of a scoring checklist to rate each FOM according

to the following suitability factors: translatability, trackability, demonstrability,

13
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ambiguity, generality, and cost. The results obtained through this part of the
survey consisted of soores (ranging from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best possible
score) for each FOMs suitability factors. Since the sooring cheoklists results
did not show very high correlation (i.e., a majority of the scores range from 1 to
10 for each FOM) the results will be used, only as a guideline in the assignment of
scores In the BIT/ETE Evaluation Task (Section 4). A sumnmary of the average
scores obtained for each BIT/ETE FOM in.provided In Tables 5 through 9. the
raw data Is also provided in Appendix C.
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9.5 DATA COLLECTION SUMdMARY
The data collection taskis (literature search, systemi specification survey,

and Industry survey) have resulted in the Iidentification of eiqhtoon generic WUT/
ETE FOMU that have been used in prior system specifications, These BIT/XTl'

FIOM types aret
1) traction of faults detected (FPD)

V2) fraction of false alarms (FrA)

3) fraction of false status indications (PIPE)
4) mean fault detection timer (TFD~
5) mean BIT/ETE running time (TB)
6) frequency of BIT/ETE executions (F,,)
7) test thoroughness (TT)
8) fault Isolation resolution (FIR(L))
9) fraction of faults isolated (FF1)

10) mean fault Isolation time (r1F.p
11) maintenance personnel skill level (MPSL)

19) BIT/ETE maintainability (MTTRB/E.)
13) BIT/FATE reliability (MTBBF)

14) BIT/ETE availability (A/)
15) MTTH

16) A
17) memory allocated for BIT/FTE (FMAB)
18) physical characteristic FOMs (e. g. , weight, cost, etc
Currently there are no standardised techniques available for analyzing or

demonstratinigBrr/ETE FOMs. The only techniques that exist are mnintainatbility
analysis and demonstration techniques (e. g. , MIL-HDBK-472, blIL-BTD-47 1, *

T ~RADC-TR-70-89$ RAIDC TA-78-1696 etc... 1, However those techniques can only
be used to measure a few of the FOae Identified above. The remainder of this
report concentrates on the developmont of analysis /demionstration tochniques for the
most suitable FOMs that are listed,

21
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30. 0 RIVETS j OM, tMmNTIICATION

Thin seoton examines the basic objectives of specifying BIT/HTE FOM ro-

quirements, reviews and uniquely defines the currently used FOMs identified in

Seotion 2, oorrelats the current FOOM# With the defined objectives, and identifies

now FOMx required to adequately addres .1ll BIT/ETE objeoctves..
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3.1 IDENTIFICATION OF THE BIT/ETE OBJECTIVES

The objectives of BIT/ETE can be broken down into two distinct categories

as shown in Figure 3. The first category considers the characteristics of the

BIT/ETE itself, and the second category considers the actual performance cap-

abilities of the BIT/ETE.

The characteristics of BIT/ETE can be further broken down into the physical

oharacteristirs of BIT/ETE (e.g., weight, volume, component count), and the

operationa) characteristics of BIT/ETE (e. g., BIT/ETE reliability, maintain-

ability). ,/t should be noted that while BIT/ETE characteristics do not directly

relate t/o the performance capability of BIT/ETE, generally the larger the physi-

cal attributes of the BIT/ETE the greater the BIT/ETE capability. Likewise the

Io'cr the BIT/ETE reliability is, the greater the complexity and correspond-

ingly the greater the capability.

The BIT/ETE capability is further subdivided into the fault detection capa-

bility of the BIT/ETE, and the fault isolation capability of the BIT/ETE, Within

these subdivisions the BIT/ETE cnpability is broken down into three main

objectives:

"1) how much time it tnris to detect a fault (or isolate a fault)

2) how thorough is the BIT/ETE fault detection (or fault isolation) function

3) how accurnte is the BIT/ETE fault detection (or fault isolation) function,

Since the primary objectives of specifying BIT/ETE FOMs relate to perform-

ance capabilLltes or operational considerations, the remainder of this report will

concentrate in these areas. The BIT/ETE physical characteristics arc straight

forward and require no unique methodology for analysis or demonstration.

24
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3.2 DEFINITION OF IDENTIFIED BIT/ETE FOMB

Of the eighteen general BIT/ETE FOM types identified thru the data col-

lection task, sixteen of them pertain to BIT/ETE capabilities and operational

"characteristics. The remaining two generic FOMs (memory allocated for BIT/

ETE and physical characteristic FOMs), are related to the physical charac-

isttcs of BIT/ETE arnd Will not be further analyzed or discussed in the sue-

'f, ceeding sections. Table 10 contains a summary of the sixteen BIT /ETE FOMs

(i.e., FOMS related to BIT /ETE capabilities and operational characteristics),

their definitions, and the general model for determining them.

Fbr the FOMs defined with "detected faults", "detectable faults" can be

interchanged with "detected faults", and the FOM definition will still be valid.

For the purposes of this study "detectable faults" refers to faults that can

be detected when evaluating a FOM by analysis, and "detected faults" refers

to faults that -are 'detected when evaluating a FOM by a formal demonstration.

p !For simplification, oply "detected faults" will be addressed for the remainder

of this report.

It should be noted, that the models presented in this section are of gen-

eral forms. Specific models to quantify each FOM, either by analysis or

demonstrating are presented in later sections.

3.2.1 Definition of Fault

6; The definition of most BIT /ETE FOMs includes a reference to faults or

failures. The defi nition of these terms can significantly affect the BIT /ETE

FOM meaning and must be clearly understood. As defined in MIL-STD-721

and MIL-STD-1309, a failure is defined as:

The Inability of an item to perform within previously specified limits, or

a malfunction that causes degradation or complete loss of equipment
performance.

As defined in MIL-STD-1309, a fault it defined as:

A degradation in performance due to detuning, maladjuspient, misalign-

ment, failure of parts, and so forth.

In general application, faults typically include any hardware abnormality

whereas failures only include those faults which affect equipment (subsystem,

system, etec.) performance or mission accomplishment. In practice, the appli-

cation of a failure/fault definition is equipment or mission related and should

be defined in the equipment specification. For purposes of this report all

S25
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BIT /ETE FOM definitions reference faults as opposed to failures, The defin-
itions are not restricted however and can apply to failures as well, if so de-

sired, and if properly defined in the equipment specification.

3.2.2 Fraction of Faults Detected_•'F))

The fraction of faults detected by BIT/ETE (FFD) can be expressed two

ways: 1) the fraction of all faults detected by BIT/IETE (FFDA). and 2)
vi the fraction of all detected faults detected by BIT/4TE (FFDD) .

"FFDA Is defined as the fraction of all faults that oan occur, which are

detected by the BIT (and/or ETU) function. This Is represented by the

following model:

A qjuantittof fau.lts detected by BIT /ET .(QBDF)
,:. FVIMA ..... ity of all faults-F " '•ii

FFDD is defined as the fraction of faults that can be dejected, which areD detected by the BIT (and/or ETE) function. This Is r•epresented
by the following model:.

ID quantity of faults detected by 11IT/ETE (BD,.
D quanity o-f f•ults detecfTo ("r

obr the above definitions the following ground rules have been established:

1) the quantity of all faults (QF), the quality of faults detooted by
BIT/'HTE (QBDF), and the quantity of faults detected (QpD) exclude
the occurrenco of false alarms (false alarms are defined in Section

3.2.3).
2) intermittent faults are classified as a single fault, thue QV, QFD' ,

and QBD include the occurrence of intermittent faults only once.
3) temporary faults (faults caused by external transients or noise)

axe not classified as faults, therefore they are excludod from Q,,,

QFD, and QBFD,

I' I27
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,3.2.3 Fraction of False Alarms (FFAL

The Fraction of False Alarms (FFA) is defined as the fraction of tll BIT/ETE

fault indications which are false alarms, False alarms are those indications of

a fault when an actual fault has not occurred, FFA is represented by the follow-

Ing modeli

quantity of BIT/ETE false alarms (Q
A quantity of all BIT/ETE indicated failures (-•F)

False alarms are dependent upon several factors. First of all, false alarms
are dependent upon the BIT/ETE philosophy. If DIVT/TE is considered an inte-

gral part of the system (I. e., BIT/ETE are considered part of the system/

equipment), then Table II below summarizes when a false alarm will occur.

TABLE 11, OCCURRENCE OF FALSE ALARMS WITH INTEGRAL BIT/ETE

Equipment BIT/ETE Indication Status Relative
Status of Status to the Actual Equipment Status

the Indicated by
BIT/ETE BIT/ETE Equipment is UP Equipment is DOWN

up up OK - operational undetected fault

up down false alarm OK - detected fault

down up undetected fault undetected fault

down down OK - detected fault OK- detected fault (dual)

If BIT/ETE is independent of the system (L. e., BIT/ETE faults are not consid-

ored system/equipment faults), then Table 12 below summarizes when a false

alarm will occur.

TABLE 12. OCCURRENCE OF FALSE ALARMS WITH INDEPENDENT BIT/ETE

Status of Eqpment BIT/ETE Indication Status Relative
the tiatus to the Actual Eqiippment StatusIndiogted by

_ _BIT/ETE__ r_ Equipment is UP Equipment is DOWN
up up OK - operational undetected fault

up down false alarm OK -- detected fAtult

down up OK - operational undetected fault

down down false alarm OK - detected fault

29



False alarms are categorized into three types as foilowoo
1) Faulty BIT/ETE function - If a BIT/ETH fault occurs which indicates

the equipment is down when it to actually operational then a false alarm
has occurred.

2) oUt-of-tolerance conditions - False alarms caused by out-of-tolerfaceA
conditions accui, when the.-BIT/ETE zn~paktreid an interha ,%-IMstna and
determines it to be out ofitolerance, when the actual output signal (the
signal of importance) ipi still Within Its specified tolerance bounds,

Those types of false alarms are largely dependent upon the circuit and/
or BIT/ETE design~r(s) who set the tolerance bounds for each signal.

3) transient conditions - Fault indications caused by transient conditions
can be classified as false alarms If the transient does not result in a
true fault condition.

There are several conditions that may be thought of as false alarms when actual
faults have occurred. Fault conditions that are not false alarm's incoludet

* intermittent. - faults that exist only temporarily (e. g., a fault indicated
in an airborne anvironmeit that can not be recreated (or verified) on the
ground).

* transients that result in. temporary faults i.ea, the transient results in
a fault condition and as a result, also causes a tempinrary failure in the
system/equipment.

29
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3.2.4 Fraction of False Status Indications (FFSI?

The fraction of false status indications (FFSI) is an extension of FFA. FFSI
is defined as the fraction of BIT/ETE fault indications (or lack thereof) which are
erroneous. FFSI can be represented by the following model:

quantity7 of false ) (quantity of)
+ undetectedFalarms (Q | faults (9F~sI I ,, ,

FFu1antity! of BIT/ETE I quantityof
indicated faults + undetected

faults Qt

Inspection of Tables 11 and 12 indicates when false alarms and undetected faults

will occur (relative to the classification of BIT/ETE faults). It will be shown .4i

later on (Section 6.2. 1) that FFS1 must be greater than or equal to FFA.

3. 2. 5 Moan Fault Detection Time (TFD)

The meah fault detection time (TFD) is the average time it takes for the BIT/

ETE function to detect and indioate a fault from the time that the fault has

occurred. TFB can be represented by the following model:

(time to detect and indicate the ith BIT/ETE detectable fault)

TFD " QBDF

3.2.6 Mean BIT/ETE Running Time (TB)

The mean BIT/ETE running time (TB) is defined as the average active time

to perform a BIT/ETE test routine. This can be the average for one test, a
group of tests, or all tests. TB can be represented by the following model-
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N
(active running time of the tth BIT/ETE test routine, T

TB the number of BITiETE test routines (NJ)

The actual measurement of TB io dependent upon how BIT in set up and how the

user wants to define TB. Some factors that must be considered when determin-

ing T are.

* which BrI/ETE function(s) is TB being computed for?
* does TB refer to fault detection, fAult isolation, or both?

a are BIT/ETE tests serial or overlapping?

o ,re BIT/ETE tests coutinuous or time shared?

0 is TB the running time with or without a fault found ?
* for fault dotection, does the 1PITiETI4I test stop upon detection or von-

tinuo to the end ?
t is the HIT/ ETE test poriodic or perfornmed as reqtustod ?

Generally (:uid for the purpo&se of this report) T1 will be limittm to the following

oases
* fault detection only
e periodic BIT/ETI' tests only

c continuous or time tshared HIT/,'l tests,

s serial BIT/ETm test*

i all BIT/ETE functions

* with or without fault found

* stop upon fault detection or continue to end
S.2.7 Frequency ofIT/ETE Executions (Fix

The frequency of BIT/EPTE executions is defined as the frequency (or cycling
rate) at which periodic BIT/ETE tests are executed. This does not apply to

BIT/ETI4, tests that are executed only upon request. F11 can be represented by

([the time it takes to execute the complete set of HI/T/HI
test routines] I

FB + [the Idle time between the execution of the oomplete set
of BIT test routinesl ]

31
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A cycle Is defined no the time from the start of a given BIT/ETE toot until
the same test is started again. For cases where all tests do not huve the same
periodicity, the cycle time Is considered to be the larger cycle time of all the
BIT/ETE tests. For example, Figure 4 shows the cycle time for two BIT/•T•,

test r)utines, The cycle time for the tests combined (Tests I & 2) is equal to

the largest cycle time of the two tests, namely Test #2.
3,2.8 Test Thoroughness (TT)

Test thoroughness Is deflned as the fraction of the equipment/system tested

by BIT/ETE relative to the entire equipment/oystem, TT van be represented by

(amount of systoni/equipment tested by BIT/ETE)
T . (amotnt of systeom/equlpmen-•', (amount of system equipment not

tested by BIT/ETH) tested by BIT/ETE)

There are several different moasut'ea that can be used to quatify the amount
of a oystem/equlpmont tested or untested.' &me possiblo• parameters of measure

ares
* failure rate (A•) tooted and untested

* number of functions tested and untested

* number of components tested and untested

* number of faults tested mid untested

It should be noted that, if the parameter of measure is the same as is used for
FFD, the two (FFD & TT) are not necessarily equal, However, if the two FOMs
atre evaluated at the same level (c, g. , component failure mode level) then FFD

amd TT will be equal.
3, 2. 9 Fault Isolation Resolution (FIR(L))

Fault isolation resolution (FIR(L)) is defined is the fraction of detectable
faults that can be isolated by BIT/ETE down to an acceptable (specified) minimum

number of replaceable items (BIm), FIR(L) can bo reprosentod by

I quantity of detected faults isolatedý
to . L Rs with BIT/ETE, Q IL)
quantity of dete-Tted faults, - ___

When FIR(L) is specified, it is usually specified for more than one L.
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CYCLE TIME M S OF OITE TEST NO, 9
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,T/ITS TEST NO, I CYCLI: TIME OF IIT/tTly TESTi NO,. I & NO, 9
, CYCI.t TIME Of NIT/911 TEST No. I

Figure 4. Cycle Time for ludividuial BIT/ETE Test Rmitines sotd Their Combilled!•i~li Cyclhe Thinn

,3.2.10 Fraction of Faults Isolated by BIT/ETE (FF1)

The fraction of faults isolated (FFI) by BI'IVETE Is a gvencrnllaatlcn of

FIR(L), FFI can be defined as the fraction of faults, detected by BIT/ET,

isolated by BIT/ETE to the replacement level specified by the maintenance con-

oept. FFI •an be represented byt

quantity of detected faults Isolated with BIT/ETE (Q;
FFI quantity of fiults detected (Q Fn)
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3. 2. 11 Mean Fault Isolation Time (TF1
The moan (atilt Isolation time (TFI) is defined as the average time to com-

pletie the fault Isolation process using BIT/ETE. TI can be represented by

(time to isolate the jth fr~uit with BtTIVTE)

T V1  quan~ty~ oR gults detectiodo QBEDr

3. 2. 12 Maintenance Personnel Skill Level (M1".slA

Maintenance personnel skill level (MPSL) can be defined two different ways.
Ono way in to define MPSL as the average skill level requirod to perform oor-'
reotive maintenance for a system/equipmeuit. MPSIL can also be defined as the
minimum skill level (i, v., skill level with the- lowest nblitity) reqWl red to per'-
fbrin oorrective niaintenance on it systemi/equpipent . lFor'the purpome of this

*study, the lattor dafinition will be used sin~o the appoitra~noo of this 1FOM in
specifioationa typically meoats that the Hkill level iavritiilblto will be Hlmited.

S. 2. 18 BIT/F.T~e l~iabiiity xMriw~
The3 BIVE~TE Rteliability (M~rla/%)V to dofinod its tho In-Axbaility that the

* errT/ETE circuitry wfill porform Its Iintonded function for it sptcified inturvil
* ~under specified conditions. HIVET/ET circuitryý is tiny hardware th~at im used for

Brr/FTE testing that is not comnmon to the systemni Wirdware, MTtI3F./~. can

be represented byt

*MI'Diifl/ 1 14 1 [A B/: [N X WE

where.: X,, 0failure rate of the, kth IIIT/ErE, haedwnwrt, vinptxinent

N , untk of BlIVE'lE. hatwa components not~ common
tosystemn hardwam,
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3.2.14 BIT/ETE Maintainability (MTTR B/E)

BIT/ETE maintainability (MTTRB/E) in defined as the average time to

repair a fault in the BIT/ETE circuitry. MTA B/E can be expressed several

ways, One way of expreusing MTTRB/E is byt

Sk-- B/E k MCTk

MTTRW/E N

i B/E k
k,

where: MCT is the repair time for the kth BIT/ETE hardware
k component

X failure rate of the kth BIT/ETE hardware component

The above method was extracted from RADC-TR-78-169, M4nt,@nabitiPre-

diction and Analysis, Study. Other methods for determining MTTHtB/E can be

found in MIL-IIDBK-472 and RADC-TR-70-89.

3.2.15 BIT /ETE Availability AB/E.

BIT/ETR availability (AB/E) is defined as a measure of the degree to

which the BIT /ETE circuitry is in the operable and committable state at. the

start of u mission, when the mission is called for at an unknown (random)

point in time, AB/E can be represented by:

MTBFB1F

B/H

AA

13/
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3.2. 16 System Maintainability (MTTHt)
System maintainability (MTTIH) is defined as the average corrective mainte-

nance time for Uli system/equipment faults. As with MTTRB/E, MTTR can be
represented several ways. One way lst

N
�I CTi

MTT Ij I

where: N is the number of componconts in the system/equpment

Si failure rate of the ith component

MCT repair time for the I component

3.2, 17 System Availability (A)

System Availability (A) is defined as a measure of the dogree to which
a system (or equipment) is in the operable and committable state at the start
of a mission, when the mission is called for tt an unknown (random) point in
time. "A" can be oxprood the same way ut AD/E.

MTBP
A MIP4TT•
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3.3 CATEGORIZATION OF THE IDENTIFIED BIT/ETE FOMs

The BIT/ETE FOMs defined in Section 3.2 were categorized according to

the BIT/ETE objective(s) (identified in Section 3. 1) that they fulfill.

Categorization of the FOMs defines how each Identified FOM characterizes

BDT/ETE and aidii in determining what new FOMs may be needed. Categorization

of the FOMs was also used in Section 6.0 for determining which FOMe are inter-

relaied and for determining.an appropriate set of FOMs that should be specified

for a given application, Figure 5 indicates those BIT/ETE FOMs defined in See-

tion 3. U that are associated with each BIT/ETE objective, Some BIT/ETE FOMs

appear =~der more than one BIT/ETE objective since they can characterime more

than one facet of BIT/ETE. Also, it should be noted that not all the FOMs asso-

elated with any one BIT/ETE objectve can be used to precisely quantify the ob- A

jective or requirement. These narticular FOMs are either qualitative measures

or indirect quantitative measures of the same objective, However, they can still

be used to impose requirements on the associated BIT/ETE objectives,
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3.4 IDENTIFICATION OF NE4'MkIT/ETE FOMs REQUIRED

The purpose of this task wai to identify any new BIT/ETE FOMs required to

fill in the voids in Figure 5 where a given BIT/ETE ,objective is not covered by

an existinl FOM, Inspection of Figure 5 indicates that all the BIT/ETE objectives

have an associated FOM(s).* Whether these FOMs are good measures of the ob-

jective is unknown (this will be determined later on in Section 4),

One area that may require a now FOM is the BIT/ETE objective, Fault

Isolation Accuracy,. The identified BIT/ETE FOM that quantifies this objective

the best is FIR(L). However, FIR(L), is more of an indication on how thorough

the BIT/ETE fault isolation function is rather than accuracy.

A possible new FOM may be the False Pull Rate (FPR) or the Fraction of

False Pulls (FFP). FPR,(or FFP) is defined ast

FPR- The rate at which good RIs (ie., RIo with no Actual tailure within it)

are removed from a system duo to the result of a BIT/ETE fault

isolation process.

or

FFP - The fraction of Rts removed from a system, duo to the result of a

BIT/ETE fault isolation process, that are good Ris (i.e., Rio with

no actual failure within itW.

quantity of good Ri. removed (.,M)

FFP ~quantity of Rio ooo .,

The only problem associated with the use of FPH or FFP is that it is depend-

ent upon the maintenance concept. That is, a system with a certain amount of

BIT/ETE may have two different values for FPR (or FFP) given two different

maintenance concepts. For example, assume a system with an average fault

isolation resolution (i. e., average BIT/ETE fault isolation group size, 1) of

three Hls. If the system's maintenance concept is "RI group replacen=nt," then

the FPR would be two out of every three RI. or 0,67 for FFP (i.e., on the aver-

age two good RIo are removed for every bad one), On the other hand, if the

maintenance concept is "iturative RI replacement" (i.e., remove/replace Rio

one at a time until the fault is corrected), then the FPR would be one o•ut ct two

on the average (I. e,, average number of iterations required to correct the fault

is two) or 0.60 for IFP. It should be noted here that FIR(L) and FrP are very

' ,
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simildr. As a matter of fact, FFP can be derived exactly through FIR(L). For
,ample, for any given set of FIR(LI) (e.g., 0.90 -! I RI, 0.95 - 3 RIs, and

1. 0 : 10 RIs), an average fault Isolation group size can be determined, S (i. e.,

8 is the average RI group sile that a fault can be isolated to)s Depending upon

the maiultenance concept, FFP can easily be determined byt

if the maintenance concept was R1 group replacement.,

S~FFP 1

if the maintenance concept was iterative RI replacement,

Frip* r-r1 •-1 :

Thus, for the remainder of this report, FPR & FFP will be excluded since

they can be derived from FIR (L),

One other possible new BIT/ETE FOM isthe erroneous fault isolation rate

(EFIRý, or the fraction of erroneous fault isolation result. (FEFI). EFIR and

FEFI are defined ast

EFIR - The rate at which a BIT/ETE fault isolation process result. in

identifying the wrong RI (I. e., fault isolation process results in a

suspe, t group of Ris, but when the RIo are replaced, the fault still

exists) once a fault has been detected.

FEFY - The fraction of BIT/ETE fault isolation results that identify the

wrong 1I1 once a fault has been detected.

quantity of erroneous fault isolation reults, (QEF'R)
FEFT - quantity of fault isolation results, ( FIR .

EFIR and FEFI may be good choices of BIT/ETE FOMs to measure the ap-

curacy of BIT/ETE fault Isolation since they essentially measure how well the

BIT/ETE fault isolation funtiton has been documented (i.e., the number or rate

of erroneous fault isolation results is largely dependent upon how well the BIT/

ETE is documented in maintenance manuals and the software). Note that the

software or the maintenance manuals used to present fault isolation results is

40



also a part of the BIT/ETE, binoe a BIT/ETE funotion that is capable of isolating

faults to a single HT I of no good if the results cannot be presented to the user

correctly.

For the remainder of this report only FEFI (the fraction of erroneous fault

isolation r,,ults, will be ,ddrIemss# sin.e EFUI to simlar.

41
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4. O'IVITSOM RIMATQM

The obective of this task vas to evaluate the suitability of the POMS defined
in the preceding section as design eipeoitioatitons.

The approach msod to evaluate tho 1P9Ms muiabilitty **a a weighted scoring
tochniquet The! steps. InvQW4&iwin apr wc eto

2) moore each VOM aooording to the established evaluatIon criteria
8) ~t.i~ii~ h~ cors fr ech OMby a woightod scoringi sum,

TheolloWIng' wuboections contain the detailed In~fornittion on' the acompipsh-
MOnt of-the above tasks.



4.1 EVALUATION CRITERIA

The factors used to determine the suitability of a BIT/ETE FOM for use as

possible design specifications are, 1) ambiguity, 2) translatability, 3) trackabil-

ity, 4) demonstratability, 5) applicability, and 6) uniqueness, A FOM must bq

unambiguous to estab4•h a common baseline of what the FOM represents, A

FOM must be trasslatab .q o the design engineer can interpret the. specifioations
into terminology and quantitative requirements familiar to him. It must also be
trackable so -it can be evaluated during the various. stages of a system's develop-

moat to .. etotine how muh BIT /ETE has been desigaed into, a system and how

effective, It it, A FOM must be demonstratable so the BIT/ETE can be evaluated
to see if the requirements have been met. A YOM should be applicable to all

system types in order to reduce the quantity of unique FOMs used. Finally, a

FOM should characterize as many of the BIT/ETE characteristics as possible,

in order to minim iie the amount, of •IT/ETE FOMs required for a single

specifioation.

The six suitability factors mentioned in the previous paragraph were used

as the scoring factors in the evaluation process. The preolel definitions of each

suitability factor woroe

1) ambiguity - This scoring factor was used to determine how dofinitive

a FOM is. That is, can a FOM be interpreted into its true definition
without any difficulty, or can the definition be Interpreted more than one

way. The more definitive a FOM is, the higher it scored,

2) translatability -This scoring factor was used to determine how good a

FOM is to the engineer as a design tool. In other words, can the
engineer take the speolfied FOM and translate It into parmneters that

can be used in his design effort. The more useful a FOM is to the

designer, the higher it scored,

3) tmokability - This scoring factor was used to measure a FOM's stability

to be quantified and evaluated during a system's various phases (e. gS,

conceptual, design, development, .. '. The easier it was to quantify a

FOM during these various phases, the higher it scored.
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4) demonstratability - This scoring factor measures a FOM's ability to be

quantitatively verified. This pertains to either formal demonstration,

informal demonstration, or field usage. The easier It was to quantity

a FOM via testing$ the higher it suoored.
5) applicability- This soaring factox, Was used to determine a FOM'S

usetfelness towards Various system types. The more system types a

FOM was apolldable to9 tth hlihr it Soored.
6) umiqueness -This scoring faot&O was used to measure the overall

'effectiveness of specifying a FOM. That is, the more BIT/ETE objoc-
tiVs (kfault detection and fault lsolation wer separated) a FOM char-

aoterized, the higher' It scored.
Once the scoring factors were determined, weights were assigned to them

according to their importance in BIT/ETE FOM specification. The scoring

weights assigned to each factor are sommarizod in Table 13 below.

TABLE 13, SCIORING FACTOR WEIGHTS
Suitability 'actor Weight

Ambiguity 12
Translatability 17
Trackability 20
Demonstratability 18
Applicability 8
Uniqueness 25

The rationale for selecting the weights was as follows,

1) Uniqueness - if a FOM did not characterize BIT/ETE (i. e., the BIT/

ETE performance capabilitles), It was of little use, thus uniqueness

was considered the most important factor, (The goal was to find a

minimum set of FOMis.)

2) Translatability, tryoeability, and demonstratabllity were assigned

relatively the same weight. A FOM must be capable of being translated

Into design parameters, followed (tracked) through the various design/

development stages, and verified through testing.

3) Finally, ambiguity and applicability were given the smallest weights
since these two factors were not necessities. (i.e. , it would be nice

to have a FOM that was not ambiguous and was applicable to all systemn

types, but a FOM could still be useful without these characteristics.)
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With te evaluation criteria n.entioned previously, It was possible to evaluate
the FOMs using the following model:

6

F ~whireu

W scorxing weight of the i' factor

Oi uawlsqe -assigred to the i Uotor

I mscoring factor (ambiguity, transhlatability...)
The -resulti of the evaluation process are summarized in the next section.J
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4.2 BIT/ETE EVALUATION RESULTS
Prior to evaluating the BIT/ETE FOMs, they were broken up into the

m6jor categories identified in Section 3. The categories in which they were

grouped were: 1) BIT/STE POMm that characterize the BIT/ETE fault detec-

tion~capabilities, 2) BIT/ET9 FOMs that characterize the BIT/ETE fault isola-
tion capabilities, and 3) BIT/ETE FOMs that characterize the operational

charaotorietios of BIT /ETE. This was done to avoid the comparison of FOM

types that were not applicable to the safte YOM characteristic (i ies, the uniqUe-

ness suitability factor was scored for either fault detection capability or fault

isolation oapability, but not both). FOMm that measured BIT /ETE operational

chaloaeteristips were scored on the basis of the first five suitability factors

alone, since uniqueness is not applicable to these FOMs (these FOMs wore

scored zero for this factor).

Table 14 to a summary of the r'valuation results. A majority of the BIT/

ETE FOMm scored as expected, but there were a few surprises. Fraction of
False Alarms (FFA) and Fraction of false Status Indications (FF8I) wore ex-

pected to score high but actually scored very low. This was largely due to

their inability to be translated, tracked and demonstrated with relative ease,

The new FOM identified, Fraction of Erroneous Fault Results (FEFI) also

scored low for the same reasons,
The BITIETE FOMu that scored well were RMA .OMs that are currently

specified (A and MTTR). Fraction of Faults Detected (FFD) and Fault Iso-

lation Resolution (FIR(L)) also scored relatively high as expected.

The results of the BITI/hTE FOM evaluation provide the basis for See-

tion 6, the VOM guidelines section, in determining which FOMs should be

specified over others, The overall objective was to determine which FOMS

were the best to specify. However, this can not automatically rule out FOMs

that scored low (i.e., FFA, FFSI, ... ) in the evaluation process since the

FOMs that are actually selected are also dependent upon the BIT /ETE objec-

tives that are desired,
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TABLE 14. SUMMARY OF BIT/ETE FOM EVALUATION SCORES

Suitability Factors

FOMS S SeW S SW S S W S seW S S W S S. ... W),
Fault Dl•otlon Capability

SFFD 6 9 153 9 180 472 0 726150 723
2.7 4.48 813068100 8144 972 4100 060
3: Tý 56009153 9180 230 972 5125 020
4.T 3 36 7 119 8 160 8 144 972378 606
5: TP 5 6 7 119 8160 2 30 9 725 125 572~
6.7751I 5 64 68 3 60 5 90 9 72 6150 500
7. FFA 5 60 0 51 1 20354972250 307

Fault Isolation Capability

1. MTTR 8 96 8 136 8 160 9 102 972 150 77
2. A 7 84 8 136 8 100 9 129724100 714
Ss FIR(L) 9 108 5 88 7 140 0 1089 727175 088
4. FFI 7 84 5 85 7 140 6 108 726150 639
5. TT 5 60 9 153 9 180 2 369725125 62
6, TE 5 60 6 102 5 100 8 144972 5125 03
7.7:IF 6 72 3 51 2 4053 90 9 724100o 425
8. MPSL 1 12 1 17 1 20304972125 200

rIT/ETE Charaoteristios*
1. MTBFB/E 7 84 9 153 9 180 9 102972 0- 51
2 , MTTRB/E 8 90 8 136 8 10 9 1029720- 626
3. AB/E 7 84 8 130 8 100 9 1629720 14
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5.0 BIVT/E FOM VERIFICATION TECHNIJUES

As stated previously In the Evaluation Section (Section 4), two of the most
important aap¶ts of-VIT/ATE POMms are a FOMus obility to be analyzed
and dsmonstO~ted. Thlb s 4ktion prewent* the models and techniques that have

be~ dveope (r xi~ir~ ecniqes t anlye nddemonsttate BIT/ETEP0Mm.
The reftnacke'aofthis seotion disounses the techniques developed and how to tim-



3.1 BIT/ETE FOM ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
It is evident that in order to have a high confidence In the amount of BIT/ETE

that has been designed into a system, a rigorous and detailed analysis must be per-

formed. It has been determined that a majority of the BIT/ETE FOMs identified

in Section 3 can be analyz~ed using either existing RMA FOM analysis moth-

odologies or similar techniques. The analysis techniques developed (or existing)

ean be divided into three distinct groupst

1) rate (e.g. failure rate) dependent techniques

2) time dependent techniques

3) rate and time dependent techniques.

Table 15 summarizes the FOMs associated with each technique. The rate de-

pendent technique applies to POMs whose numerics can be determined solely by
the ratio of rate of occurrences of some event(s) (e.g., failure rate tested divided

uy the total failure rate of a system can be used to expross test thoroughness).

POMs that pertain to time dependent analysis techniques are 0OMs that are strictly
measured or determined through time synthesis (i.e., standard elemental mainte-

nanee time tables). Finally, the FOMs that are determined by a combination of
the two previous techniques are FOMs that are measured through time synthesis,

but are averaged by a rate of occurrence weighting.
Availability (A and AB/ ), BITIETE Reliability (MT1FS,/E), and Maintenance

Personnel Skill Level (MPSL) are not included in Table 15. Availability and BIT/ETE

Reliability can be analyzed using classical techniques and their definitions presented

in Section 3.2. Due to the uniqueness of MPSL, it is discussed separately in Section

1.i1.4. The analysis techniques applicable to each FOM are discussed in the follow-
ing subsections.

TABLE 15. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES AND THE BIT/RTE FOMs
APPLICABLE TI) THEM

Rate Dependent Time Dependent Rate/Time Dependent

TFD

FFD TB TI
FFA FB MTTR

FFSI ,I/F
Frr
PIR(L)
FF1

T,r
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5.1.I Rate Dependent Analysis Teehniques

From the FOM definitions of Section 3.2, it Is evident that Fractional Faults

Detected (FFD), Fraction of False Alarms (FPA), Fraction of False Status Indications

(FFSI), Test Thoroughness (TT), Fault Isolation Resolution (FIR(L)), Fraction of

Paultu Isolated (FF1, and Fraction of Erroneous Fault Isolation Results (FEFI) can

be expressed as ratios. Typically the events being described are failures and the

rate of occurrence is expressed as the failure rate, In the case of PFA and FFSI

the occurrence rate Includes items other than failures; however, for simplicity the

following discussion will address only failure rate. Details on how the other rates
(.a.g. false alarm) are included in the analysis are described in the appropriate
subsections.

Formulation of each respective ratio is accomplished by determining the fail-

ure rate associated with the numerator of the respective POM definition (refer to

Section 3.2) and dividing it by the failure rate assooated with the denominator of

the FOM.

The general form for analyzing BITINTE FOMs expressed as ratios isi

N

ratio - ___No

Where:
Xni - failure rate of the Ithoomponont associated witlh the numerator of

the defined FOM

Xd, - failure rate of the Ith component as.oeiatod witlh the denominator

of the defined iOM
Ne - number of components in the system

The failure rate associated with the numerator and denominator of ejach ratio

can be determined bysumming tip the associated failure rates. Summation .* the

failure rates is dependent upon the level of analysis. POM analyses can be per-

formed at any desired indenture level (e.g., component failure mode level, com-

ponent level, funotional level, unit level). It is clear that the most accurate results

will be obtained for the analysis performed with the most detail (i.e. component

failure mode level). For simplicity, the model presented is for tWO component
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level analysis. The models for the other levels can easily be obtained by slight modli-

floations. Table 16 summarimes the various forms of the models that ean be used

for analyzing FOMs expressed as ratios. For the remainder of this report, only

the models foet the ocemponent level analysis will be presented.

The most diffiouit part of analyzing FOMs expressed as ratios Is the deter-
mination of the corresponding numerator and denominator failure rates. AN FMEA

(failure modes and effects analysis)) along with the BIT/ETE test philosophy, can

be used to facilitate the identification of these failure rates. The depth of the FMEA

It dependent upon the analysis level selected. The following subsections discuss

the application of the models developed to express FOMs as a ratio of failure rates

for the associated FOMs.

5.1.1.1 Method of Analysis for Fraction of Faults Detected (FFD)

As stated in Sectiqn 3.2.2, FFD can be expressed two different ways; therefore,

two models are presented here for the analysis of FED. The models developed for

FED are:
V For FFDA, (all faults):

SFEDA _______I

N

F D

a For V•FDD' (detected faults only).,

•,a 1) I •UD|)
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TABLE 16, SUMMARY OF THE OCCURRENCE RATE RATIO MODEL FORMS$

Analysis Level Model Parameters

Unit (or RI) NH N- nmnber of Its in the system

Level n Xd - Failurerate of the jth unit (or Rl) a
ratio = JJ.*-- j ated with the denominator of the POM

NR nj - Failurt rate of the I unit (or RI) associ-
fjated with the numerator of the POM

Ju * N4orm #lly a z * n )

Functional NP NV= nuniiber of functions oontained In the
Level z knk syto i

r k = I - Failure rate of thle k functlon assoo-
tio .k ated with the denominator of the FOM

V!,' - Failure rate of the kt: : unction a:oek"o ldk ( k ated with the numeratdr of the FOM

*Normally (Xd -. Nn)

Component N No - nwiiber of ooniponentds oontned in thle
Level x s System thrato X - Failur the rIt omt p t onet ssoei-ti ated with the denominator of the F OM

No - Failure rate of the Ith fomponent assoei-
SXdi ni ated with the numerator of the P OM

NOT= Fe a Normally as f r
Compoent ..... N, - numiber of fa•ilur e modes aissoclated w'ith
Failure No NI
Mode• x 2I: xtflo Ith 0oonlpollent
Laval ttio l 41 t Lq Xd - Failure tirodo o[f tile qth t'idluro mode

rat o Nl NI tq of tile it , omponlont associated wilth
a tie donowinator of the In,OM
X q~ Xdiq x Fal urh~e V'ato o f the qth1 fail ure mode

I=1 q or the it"• eotponent ansochdoted with

theo nunotato of 1• t1•0 Pohl.

NOTI orsipliit te ats ae xpesedas aiur rte



wherei

X The failure rate of the I component

S- The failure rate of the ith component that is detected by B3IT/ETEDl

,D .. for tll I

X UD - The failure rate of the ith conponent that can be detected by any means

(\D 1 + N'UD 1 ) uX for all I

Ne - The number of components In the system/equipment.

Analysis of FFD requires a thorough understanding (down to the level of the

analysis) of how the BIT/ETE will function and what the BIT/EFE can test. In

conjunction with an FMEA, it can be determined whether the BIT/ETE can test

and detect the various failure modes that will occur. The failure rate of any fail-

ut'e mode that can be tested and detected by BIT/ETE will comprise the numerator

portion of the FFD failure rate ratio,

As mentioned previously, the level at which the analysis is performed will

affect the accuracy of the analysis results. Undetected failures primarily occur

at the component failure mode level, thus in order to analyze them accurately the

analysis level should be at the failure mode level. For FFD, it is recommended that

the analysis be performed at the component level or the component failure mode

level in order to obtain accurate results.

5.1.1.2 Method of Analysis for Fraction of False Alarms (FFA)

Analysis of VFA for a system is a very difficult task (as wasindicatedby its

ovaluatioii mcort of scetion 4). A8 noted earlijr, throo of the major causes of

falme nhlarms ar•t 1) BIT/ET, failures, 2) transietnts (noise), and 3) out-of-

tolerance conditions. The difficulties that texist are in the analysis of false alarni

conditions oaused by transients (noise) and out-of-tolhrancue conditions.

In order to analyze transients, an analysis not common with ourrent RMA

analysis techniques must be performed, Analysis of transients consists of analyz-

ing the system's performance (analytically) when transients are simulated at various

points in the system and at the systems interfaces. This can be done with relative

ease by the use of computer aided circuit analysis techniques, However, the

problem arises in defining the scenario of transients to be analyzed (io.e., what are

the expected transient conditions in terms of frequency, magnitude, duration,

etc...).
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Analysis of out-of-tolerance conditloi,. rquires an anplysis similar to a worst

case analysis. Computer aided ocreuit analysis teohniques usually provide for worst

case analysis. However, these programs usually analyze an output signal when

all the components are at their maximum or minimum specified value. In order

to perform out-of-tolerance analyses of this type, slight modifications must be

made to the current computer aided circuit analysis programs available. These

modifications consist of providing the computer program the capability to analyze

circuits when a single component is out-of-tol-rance or any combination of com-

ponents taken together are out-of-tolerance. It should be noted here that out-of-

tolerance conditions that result in false alarms are usually a sign of poor design.

If out-of-tolerance conditions are analyzed using the method presented, then poor

tolerance specifications will probably be weeded out before the system is fabri-

cated. Thus, the use of out-of-tolerance analysis techniques will provide feedback

to correct problems before they can occur. In the event that a computerized eir-

cult analysis program is not available, the above analysis would be next to impos-

sible except for a very simple equipme' t.

The previously mentioned analyses (transient and out-of-tolerance) are fine

for determining which components promote false alarms, but the methods presented

cannot aid the engineer In dotermining when or at what rate these false alarm

conditions will occur. In order to do this, methods must be derived to determine

the drift characteristics (and probabilities of) and the noise immunity character-

istics (and probabilities of) of system components as well as transients caused by

external sources, For this study no attempt has been made to determine these

methods. For the time being, engineering Judgment must be used until methods

can be developed.

The analysis of FFA is dependent upcn the system reliability philosophy

(i~o. are BIT/ETE failures also considered system failures). If BrT/ETE failures

are considered system failuros, then FFA can be analyzed by:

i, F F A I N o + - " --

NO

Di + + y'
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where: t
- The BIT/ETE detectable failure rate of the thcomponent

(see 5.1.1.1)
6- the rate at which out-of-tolerance conditions will occur

-y - the rate at which transients occur
N - number of components In the system

If BIT/ETFE failures are Independent of system failures, then FFA can be
analyzed by the following model:

HBC XBF + 6+7

FFA

ina C X~

NO : B or totomdlspeetd the number of Brystemeicte components ,

N is not equal since N0 for the second model does not Include

131T/WI'E dedicated components.
5.1. .3 Mthod(i.e., N for nioel I is equal to N0 + N,3c of mnodel 2)
6. .1 3Motodof Analysis for Fraotion of Falav Status Indioations (F FIS)

Since FF81 also includes FFA, the methods used to determine falso alarms
(Section 5.1.1.2) also apply when determining FFSI. rhe model for analyzing FFSl
is:

where:

is the falr aeo hth component that cannot be

NOTE: ( xU + for till i



Note that the model presented is for the ease where 1..,I.,TE fIlilures tire

oonsidered systeem failures (analogous to FFA1 in 5.1. 1 2). If BlITA",TI failures

are independent system failures, then the summations of X are included in the

numerator and denominator, and the summations of 'Di and A1UDI are modified to

exclude BIT/ETE components,

5.1.4 Method of Analysis for Test Thoroughness (TW)
As noted before, there are several ways to analyze the FOM TT. Using a

ratio of failure rates is the most effective measure. Thoe model for analyzing Tr

N

TT'
No

it 1

wheres

No - number of oonipontints in the systeni

hi - failtro rate of the ith component
,Ti - failurv rate of the tth component that Is "tested" by Inrr/'*'rF.

(\-i - Xi for all I)

The actual usefulness of the TT FOM Is largely dependent upon the level of

analysis (as was true with FFD). The above model presents TT for the oomponent
analysis level, one of the more detailed analysis levels, The analysis of TT can be
performed at higher levels, such as the functional level and the equipment level,
However, the accuracy of the FOM goes down as the analysis level gets higher.
This is due to the assumptions made when a function is considered tested, That is,
when a function is classified as "tested" by BIT/ET, the assumption made is that

the entire function (i.e., all components, thus the entire failure rate) is tested.
Using these assumptions will give Inaoouraoies in the measure of TT.

The numerator of the model for TT consists of the failure rate "tested" by
BBrr/RTE. There is a great deal of uncertainty as to what "tested" means. The
definition of tested Is dependent upon the level that the analysis is performed on.
The most general definition for tested ist

"Tested" - The portion of the equipment that is monitored by Brr/ETE.
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If the analysis is performed on the component failure mode level, then it is

safe to say that the failure rate of the components tested (or monitored) is also

the failure rate of the faults detectable by BIT/ETE. However, for any higher

level of analysis, the failure rate tested is merely the failure rate of the functions

or equipments that are monitored by BIT/ETE.

STT can also be measured without using failure rates. Instead of using failure
,'•,,•,:.'ratet TT can be measured as a ratio of something other than failure rate such as

the number signals tested relative to the totalnumber of signals. This method,

and methods similar to it, (i.e., number of functions tested, number of units tested,

aetc.,.) is by far the most inaccurate measure since it does not account for the

relative frequency of failure occurrences.

5.1.1.5 Analysis Method for Fault Isolation Resolution (FIR(L))

Analysis of FIR(L) can also be accomplished by using a ratio of failure rates.

For this case, there will be a set of ratios used due to the way F!R(L) is defined.

Thus given FIR(L) expressed as:

PIR(L1 ) = P1

FIR(L2 ) P2

FIR(L 3) P3

where P1 < P2 < P a I

then the model for analyzing FIR(Lk) iss

NR N

FIR(Lk) Is
NR

~2 ~'3-UD~
JJl fork =1, 2,3

where: NR- the number of Rls in the system

"•LKJ - failure rate of the jth RI associated with the Lk fault

isolation resolution level

""LK S (h for all j

J -failure rate of the jthRI

UD failure rate of the jth RI that is undetectable by any means

JA5
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In order to determine the values for the above model, thorough knowledge

of the BI.L'/ETE fault isolation test philosophy is required. Not only does this

require information on the BIT/ETE test capabilities and the test circuitry, it

also requires a thorough understanding on how the teats are documented (e.g.,

software documentation and maintenance manuals documentation), since FIR(L)

is normally dependent upon human interaction.

5. 1,16 Analysis Method for Fraction of Faults Isolated (FFI)

As noted in Section 3, 2. 10 FFi it geater than or equal to FIR(Lk), where Lk

* is for the maximuna specified fault isolation group size. That is

where:

Lk w maximum specified fault isolation group size

"FFi can be expressed ast,
Nc

FF1
1Fi

wherei

No - number of components

ki - failure rate of the jth component

Ali - failure rate of ith component that is isolated by BIT/M7IF0¢

Determination of the failure rate associated with the numerator and denomi-

nator of FFi requires the same information as is required for FIR(L,) (refer to

Section 5.1. 1. 5). However, for FF1 knowledge of the fault Isolation group sizes

(i. e., fault isolation ambiguity) is not necessary.

5. 1. 1. 7 Analysis Method for Fraction of Errornoous Fault Isolation Results (FE1FI)

FEFI was defined as the fraction of orroneous fault isolation results. Be-

"cause of the definition, FEFI cannot be antalyzed until the i.:ystem or equipment

Is operable or the BIT/ETE fault Isolation function is operable. Thus, FEFI

can only be determined through testing,

The major reason for the inability to analyze FEFI is due to the philosophy

of hardware design. The fault Isolation test routines arv usually written assum-

Ing that they are correct. Thus, it is not possible to determine whether a fault
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isolation result is erroneous until actual testing is performed on it. However,

there is one possibility of analyzing FEFI before testing. If the test routines

are thoroughly defined, then with the aid of an FMEA, the effect due to a single

failure can bo analyzed and erroneous fault Isolation results may be flagged out

before they occur. This is a very tedious task and it is unlikely that a task of

this type will be performed.

5. 1.2 Time Dependent FOMs

F B and TB are BIT/ETE FOMs that are dependent on time only. Thus, the

analysis of those FOMs requires only a time line aralysis. Time line analysis

consists of the measurement of a' sequence of events using one of the following

methods of measurementi

1. actual time measurements (i.e., time study)

2. tables of standard elemental times

S. engineering Judgment (or analysis)

Time line analysis using actual time measurements consists of nimcsuring

(with a stopwatch or something similar) how long it takes to performn a sequence

of events, Time line analysis using standard elemental time consists of recon-

structing a sequence of events using standard times (e. g , MI L-HDBK-472,

HADC-TR-70-89, or RADC-TII-?8-191 for the various actions that compriso

the sequence of events. The final method for measuring the time required to

"perform a sequence of events is to use engineering Judgment or analysis to

analytically determine how long it takes to perform the tasks,

To perform a time line analysis, the following steps are required,

1. identification of the sequence of events that are to be measured

2. determination of the time required to perform ebch uniqut' step

using one of the three methods prosent•d

3. determination of the time to perform the identified sequtnce of events
Identification of the sequence of events that arc to be measured is the most

important step. If the proper actions required are not identified correctly,

then the time line analysis is invalid.

The following subsections discuss the application of the time line analysim

technique for the associated FOMs.
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5. 1. 2. 1. Anlysis Method for Frequency of BIT/ETE ixoecutions (FB)

Since most p~eriodic BIT/ETE test routines are normally computer con-

trolled, FB can be determined with respect to the clock rate of the computer

CPU (Central Processing Unit), that controls the test.

As noted in the definition of F.V FB 1 is defined as-.

MIN (F 1) or MAX (Tcycle I for all i

wherot

F - oyeling rate of the Ith continuous BIVT/ETE test routine

-1 thT y the cycling time (a FB of the It continuous BIT/,TE test

routine

Measurement of each cycle time, T ycei can be determined analytically byi

T (the number of CPU clock cycles between staruts of the Ith BIT/ETF toot routine)
oycleI (CPU cl•ck rate)

Thus, the frequency of execution of the Ith BIT/ETE test routine Is:

lit (T cycle

5. 1. 2.2 Analysis Method for Mean BIT/ETE Rlunning Time (TB)

As stated in the definition of TB (Section 3.2.6), there are several defini-

tions for TB. Once the definition of TB has been determined (I. o., for what

tests, with or without a fault, etc...) analysis of the mean BIT/ETE running

time is accomplished by using the following model:

N

T B NB

where:

N1 - the number of 131T/ETE test routines Included In TB

r ., the running time for the Ith iIT/ETE test routine

B.
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T is determined by the following:

r' (number of Instruction steps ye-led.by. the jtflTJd test riS T!(computer Instruction cyclingrae

The number of instruction steps cycled is dependent upon the definition of

TB. For example, if TB were defined for "with a fault found" and the BIT/ETE

test routines were organized such that the test "loops on an error" until a ocer-
tain threshold level has boon obtained, then each TBj must account for the reit-

eration of the test steps that are In the loop.

5. 1, 8 Failure Rate and Time Depcendent FOMs

FOMs that are failure rate and tinmc dependent (i. e,, TFD, TFI, MTTR,

MTTHB/Ed are normally FOMs whose time average is dependent upon the rate
of occurrence (i, c., failure rate). These FOMs can be analyzed using current

analysis techniques similar to MIL-HDBK-472, procedure 2 and MADC-TH-78-
169, a failure rate weighted average of times,

As was true for the failure rate dependent FOMs (Section 5. 1. 1) these FOMs
can also be analyzed at various levels (i. e., eqUipment, unit, component, etc.).

The general model for analyzing FOMs of this type is very similar to the

models of Table 16. With slight modification of the models in Section 6. 1.1,

the general model for a Component level analysis can be expressed as:

NC

aveg time Lix (ti, the time for the I component)

avrago time =-, NC

"where:
ti is the time to perform the action defined by the FOM for the ith

ooiiiponent. (ti is determined by time line analysis)
failure rate of the I component

The sume philosophy holds true for failure rate and time doeendent FOMs
as did fbr the failure rate dependent FOMs. The aoeuracy of the analysis is

dependent upon the level at which the analysis is peoiormod.
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Straight methods for determining MTTR and MTTRB/E are readily avail-

able (e.go, MIL-TIDBK-472 and RADC-TR-78-169) and require no further

discussion here. Those same techniques are also applicable to TFD and TFI,

differing only in the representation of the synthesized time, ti. For Mean

Fault Detection Time, T.I, each ti represents the time necessary to detect
and indicate a fault in the i" component. For the Mean Fault Isolation Time,

Tpi* t, represents the time necessary to perform the fault isolation process for
a fault in the ith component.

The subdivision of the failure rate for the numerator and denominator of the

defined FOM is done the same way it is done for the failure rate dependent FOMs
(refer to Section 5. I. 1,

5. 1.4 Analysis Method for Maintenance Personnel Skill Level (MPSL o
: ~Analysis of MPSL is dependent upon tie way it has been defined. As noted

[ in Section, 3.2. 12, MPSL, can be definedl as an averatge or u minimum. In most.

cases, It is defined as a minimum since it will usually denote the skill level that

will maintain the system. Analysis methods for both definitions are pro-
sentod here.

If MPSL is defined as the minimum skill lhvel required to maintain a system,

then the following model holds true,

MPSL4  MIN (MPSLi) for all I

where:

MPSLI - the skill level required to perform maintonance for the ith failuro

Normally if MPSL is defined as a mininmum, it will also have a threshold
level specified with it (e. g., 0 perevint of all faults will be mikintainablt' by i

spe)ified skill level). If this is true, then MP81., can be analy.ed its follows:

~x 100
NC

t-1

where:

failure rate of the ith comnient that is maintaI nable by it skill level
less than its equal to the specifted ininimium

*in order to satisfy the requirements Imposed this relationship must be true.
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If MPSL It defined ws the average skill level required to perform mainte-

nance, then MPSL can be represented by:

I.. •j• xi x (MPSLt1 
"

MPSL ,

Note that MPSL must be of some linear form (e.g., 1 to 5).

. '1,!i
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5.2 FORMAL DEMONSTRATION OF FOMS
One way to nassess the degree to which certain YOM requirements have been

met is through a formal demonstrntion testt Such at test is usually of a statisti-
cal. nature, i. e.,I certain random quantities contAini-ing Information about the true
value of the FOM under oonsideration are observed and evaluated (for example,
total number of failures ih a given test time for a reliability demionstration tost),

Formal demonstration tests already exist for the YOMs MTBFB/El
MTTR B/E' and MTTR, and are described In military standards (MIL-STD-471
and MIL..STD-781). These standards also apply to A and A H/,H Indirectly. For-
mal demonstration tests for YFD$ FYI, FE Fl, and VIII are described in Sections
6.,,d, I and 5. 2. 2 The remaining FOMs (1. o. , FFA, FFS1, TFD, TB, FB, TFI,
and MPSL) do not lend themselves to statistioal demonstration procedures andi
must be assessod using analytical nienas or on the baios of field data (for it dis-
cussion of these concepts, see Section 5.3).
6. 2. 1 Demonstration of Certain FOMs Expressed as Fractions
G. 2. 1.* 1 Mathematical Discussion

It to clear front the analytictil definitions of FF1), FF1 and FEVI that those
FOMs may be interpreted as probabilities that certain events occur, It is, thug,
appropriate to develop demonotration test plans for those FOMs based on the

binoial istrbutin. tatikiticol demonstration teists bike fl on the binoma

distribution will be developed In this section. The applicability of these methods
to specific FOMs (FVD, FF1, and FEVI) will be discussed ond Illustrated with

exwnples in the next four sections.
Denote by 8 1 a random variable (also referred to ats a test statistic) which

has it binomital distribution with parame.ters it (at positive integer) and p (the
probability of "success"). That is,

pi ý()k n- (5. 2. 1.1.1)

for k 0, 1, .. ,n. For fixed n, the procedure for testing the simple hypothesis

(H) vp p0 against the simple alternative 011 ) P ! PI, P1 < p0 to to

Rojnct Ho0 if 8 n !5 k (hence accept H1)*

Accept 14 if S8 n k '- 1 (hence reject li 1).

(The number k io called the accept/reject criter~ion), Bere p 0 muay be thought of

as the "design goa~l" or specified value of the FOM under consideration, and p1
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is the "Minimum acceptAble" value of the FOM under consideration. It has been

tacitly assumed here that values of the FOM closer to 1. 0 are the more destrable

values. Therefore, in particular, we will be demonstrating 1-FEFI instead of

FEFI. The parameter "In" is the sample size on which the test statistic Sn is

based. The statistic Sn is the total number of "successes" In n independent ox-

perimente, For example, for PFFD n sample faults would be inserted or simu-

lattIe in the equipment undergoing demonstration testing. In this case, S8 would

be the number of the n sample faults subsequently detected with BIT/ETE. The

statistic Sn will thus have a binomial distribution given by equation (5.2, 1. 1. 1)

with p equal to the actual probability of fault detection, i.e., the actual value ofi the FOM FFD. The value k in (*) is determined for a given n and p0 by selecting
the producer risk (y, or, equivalently, k Is determined for fixed n and pl, by

selecting the oonsumer risk p. The value a is the probability that the demon-

stration test is failed given that the design goal has actually been met. The
value , is the probability that the demonstration test is passed given that only

the minimum acceptable has been achieved. Mathematically,

k

(n) I n-i (..115

•;•i"~P 0t -~= •)("Pc p)n (5. 2., 1.12)

n n I

Since (5.2, 1. 1.1) defines a discrete probability distribution function, preselectod

va hiso of a and , will not exactly be achievable. However, (8.2. 1. 1.3) or

(58.2. 1, Y. 2) will determine a value of k which provides a consumer or producer

risk closest to the preselected values of consumer and producer risk, respectively.

It can be shown (reference 3) that the hypothesis test (*) Is optimal In the sense
that for a fixed value of a, the resulting k yields the smallest possible 46 and
vice versa.

To aid in the design of demonstration tests, Appendix A contains listings

of the exact probability (using the binomial distribution) of soccpting Ho
(i.e., passing the teat) as a function of the true value of p ftr fixed pairs
of n and k. The values n w 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 80, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100

were chosen along with (for each n) k - .80n, 0.80n + 1, ... , n.-i l)enoting

by y(p) the probability of accepting H. as a function of the true value of p
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(h e. ,v (p) represents the entry in Appendix A correuponding to the probabil-

ity of passing the test), the exact values of a and p may be read directly (or

interpolated) from the tables for fixed (n, k), by

Y -(Po).c'1(a (5.2,1.1.4)
3 8- y (p1 )...

The use of Appendix A will be illustrasted for designing test plans for

the FOM. FFD, FFI, and PFEI in the next sections. Often, specific values

for pc, pl, a and 0 Will be chosen and it will, thus, be necessary fo find the

sample size n and the pass /fail value k necessary to complete the definition

of the demonstration test.' This could be accomplished by searching the

table for the desired combinadion (n, k) which would yield a w I - y (p0 ) and

A more efficient method (though only approximate In nature)

relies on using the normal distribution approidmation to the binomial distri-

bution (reference 3). Denoting by Zt the tth quantile of the standard nor-

mal distribution (e.g., Z0 . 95 = 1,645) the approximate value of n and k for

a given set of value c, O Pl, a, 0 are given by (see reference 1),

nd - o./Pil~)2 (5.2. 1. 1. 6)

and

k rc np1+ ZlJ (1P) (5.2. 1.1.,7)

It should be emphasized that these values on n and k fre approximations.

Having computed n and k fronm (5,2.1.1.6) and (5.2.1.1.7), this pair (n, k)

can be used as a "starting point" in searching table 5. 2,1.1.1 fMr better

value of n and k (i.e., better in sense that they, in conjunction with the

desired values p0 and Pl yield values of producer and consumer risk closer

to the preselected values a* and 0,respectively.
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Appendix A. 2 gives step-by-step procedures for determining demonstra-

tion tests using the tables In Appendix A. Two Important cases are covered:

in case 1, n, p1 and P are known and p0 , k are to be determined assuming

af 8; in case2, p3, P,*, , and p0 are known and n, k are to be determined,

5,2.1.2 Demonstration of Eraction of Faults Detected (FFD)

As seen in Section 3.2, FFD can be either: 1) the probability that any
fault is detected by BIT /ETE or 2) the probability that any detected fault

in detected by BIT /ETE. In either case, It will be necessary (for statistical
demonstration procedures) to insert or simulate a number (say N) of faults

at random in the system undergoing demonstration testing. These faults
should be distributed In a manner such that, on the average, portions of

the equipment possessing higher percentages of the total failure rate will

possess a proportionately high percentage of the total number N of faults

(see Section 5.4 for further discussion of fault seeding). In either case

(case 1 or 2), the test statistic Sn will be the total number of the N "seeded"

faults detected with BIr/ETE, In case 1, the sample size n will simply be
N. However, in case 2, if j of the seeded faults are not detectable by any

means, then the sample size n will be N-J.

In general, the magni•tude, of n will depend on the minimum acceptable
value of FFD (pl), the consumer risk (P), the design capabilities (possible

values of pO), and the producer risk (a). For example, for values of Pc and

p, very close together, large values of n will be necessary for reasonable

risks a and 0. Also, if pi, at,, and n are fixed, it may not be possible

to design a value p0 high enough to allow for a reasonable value of a (see

example 1). Therefore, care should be taken in designing a demonstration

test for FFD (and the other FOMs in this section) such that reasoniable
levels of risks a and 0 are possible. Often, from specifications, it will be

known ahead of time what the rough values of a, 1, p., and p1 will be.
In this case, (5.2.1.1.6) and (5.2.1.1.7) can be used to determine approxi-

mate values of n (sample size) and k (pass/fail criterion) and then Appen-

dix A can be used to "zero in" more on a combination of n and k which

yields exact consumer and producer rh;ks closer to the preselected 0 and 3.

The preceding concepts are illustrated below with three examples. These

examples also serve, with minor modificmtion, to illustrate the demonstration

of FPI and FEVI.
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Example 1. 'lhe consumer specifies his risks as f 0. 95 and the minimum

acceptable value of FFD ( for all faults) as p, = 0. 98. 'Ilie consumer further speci-

ties that the demonstration test will be based upon a sample size of N = n - 45

faults (see Appendix A.2, case 1). '1his is sufficient information to determine the

accept/reject criterion (or simply "test criterion") k, Searching Appendix A with

n a 45 and Pl i 0. 98 for various values of k, it is found that the smallest possible

value of $ (with n i 45, pl - 0.98) is 0.4029 for k = 44. Supposing that 9 = 0. 4029

instead of 0. 05 is acceptable, let us determine what the design goal Po must be.

Scanning the table with n = 45, k - 44, it is soon that p0 must be larger than 0,995

to achieve an a- level loss than 0.20 (i. e., it is seei that 1 - y ( 9. 995) W 0.20).

If a = 0.20 is acceptable to the producer, and If p0 = 0.995 is a realistic design

goal, then the test which most closely matches the original specifications of the

consumer Ist

Producer passes (H0 accepted) if

# of faults detected w S45 • 1$ 1 45

Producer fails (H1 accepted) if

# of faults detected a S45 s 44

The exact values of a and pi for this test are 0.20 and 0.4029, respectively.

Notice that not only was it impossible to achieve an exact 0 closer than 0.4020

to 0.05 (for n = 45, p1 m 0.98), but the test criterion implies that all 45 faults

must be detected in order to pass the test. Thu,A although the test (1. e., that

all 45 faults be detected in order for the producer to pass) seems very strict,

the P level indicates excessive risk on the part of the consumer.

Example 2. The consumer specifics his risk as 3 r 0. 10 •nd the minimum

acceptable value of FFD (for all faults) as 0. 945, lie further specifies that the

demonstration test will be based upon a sample of size N - n - 70 (see Appendix

A. 2, case 1). Looking in Appendix A, it is seen that for the case n = 70, k = 68,

y(O. 945) = 0. 0967 which is the exact 0 , Thus, the demonstration test is

Producer passes (lI accepted) if
70Sof faults detected a 8$70 -- k +1 - 69

Prochier fails (H1I accepted) If

# of faults detected S7 0 8 s 68

Since P0 has not boon specified here, the producer must exanline the table for

n -8 to find the value Pc to which hoe can dosit•n in order to achieve his desired
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level of risk, a. If a 0. 10 is acceptable, it is soon from the table (for ni 70,

k - 68) that 1 - y(0. 99) - 0.1553 and 1 - -(0.995) - 0.0483. Simple linear Inter-

polation yields p0 :. 0o. 9926 as the design goal for FFD.

ExaPPIle 3. Assume a u 0. 10, pl w 0. 80, pa = 0, 90 (see Appendix A, 2,

case 2). To complete the definition of a demonstration test, n and k must be deter-

mined. From 5.2., 1. 1and 5, 2, 1. 1.7 it is seen that(sineo Z 1 0 =-1, 282 -Z 0 9)

S(1. 282 'IV0. 80)(0720) + 1.282( 1". ) 2

(0.90-0.80)2

and

k N (81)(0. 80) + 1.282 2.THIX(.80)(0.20

The case n, - 81 was not Included in Aivpondix A but considering the cases In

Table 5.2. 1. 1 for n!- 80, it is soon 4that for n 80, k - 68, a 1 - .?(0 . 9 0 ) "

0.1004 and 0n y (0. 80) r-1 0. 1006. Thus, since these exact valuwi arc extremely

close to the prosolocted values of a = [. 0. 10, the test is thus:
Producer passes (110 accepted) If

# of faults detected 8 P80_'k+1 -- 69

Producer fails (l1 accepted) if

# of faults detected SM 0 S 68,
From this example It is seen that equations 5. 2. 1. 1. (1 and 5.2. 1. 1.7 can yield
values of n and k which in tuirn yield values of a and / quite close to the proselec-

ted values of a and 3. In this example, however, the value of n computed In

5. 2. 1, 1, 6 satisfied

lip* • (5.2. 1.2. 1)

whorep* =min. Po, 1-Po P, .-1).

I0 0 I
It can be shown (reference 3) that condition 5.2. 1. 2. 1 is sufficient for the normal
distribution approximation used in the derivation of 5.2. 1. 1.6 and 5.2.1. 1.7 to be

a good approximation. Values of n and k computed from 5. 2. 1 1. 6 and 5. 2.1.1, 7
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which do not satisfy 5. 2. 1. 2. 1 cannot be expected to be reliable. However, such

values will still provide a starting point for determining values n and k which are

acceptable.

5. 2. 1. 2 Demonstration of FrVction of Faults Isolated FFI

To demonstrate FFI, N faults are Inserted or simulated randomly in the

system undergoing tho demonstration test. The sample size n (see Section

5. 2. 1. 1. is N-j whore j is the numrber o( th. N laults which are not detectable

by any means. Thu test statistic Sn is simply the number of the N-j BIT detected

faults which are isolated to the replacement level specified by the maintenance
concept. See Section 5. 2. 1 2 for examples of how to designi specific demonstra-
tion tests. If random faults occur in addition to the seeded faults, the saumple

size is adjusted acoordingly (see Section 5.2. 1.2, for exaniple).

5.2. 1.3 Demonstration of Fraction of Erroneous Fault IsoLttion (FEFI) Results

Since FEFI is the probatbility of erroneous fault isolation, it will be more

oonvenient to demonstrate 1-FEIl. To accomplish this, N faults arv Inserted or

simulated randomly In the system undergoing the demonstration test. The samnplo

sizo n (see Section 5. 2. 1.1) is N-I whore I is the number Of tho'N seeded faults
whiel iemmet be detected by M•T. Theo test statistic thes in rthe nunibe r of thle

II: N-i f1WltS whichl aro correctly Isolated by BIT. get) Section 5. 2. 1. 2 fom e~mnples

of how to dosign specific denonstattton tests. If rixdom ftilts occur, III add-

tion to tie N seeded fults, the shslose n - N-i Is ad~justed by adding in the

number of atditiontal random faults detacted by BIIT.

5. 2." Demonstration Tests for Fault Isohttlon Resolution (FIi(L))

The FOM FIl(l,) may be interpreted as the probability that a fault (detected

by BIT) will be isolated by BIT to L or less replaceable items (lis) (rillal,)) Is a

generalization of FYI). This FOM is often specified ot more than one level I. That

is, there may be k levels 1, < 12 < 1 . <1 with correspondlnlg specified valJuos

(FIR(l4 1) < F1"(t,2 ) < ... < Fllt(l" ), Equivalvndy, the pr)babilities

P1 '- FIR (Li)

p2  IFIt (h 2 ) - Ij (L1 ) (5.2.2.1)

if:+ ~ ~Pk ;•FIR (Li k) -Fit la~ )••+
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may be specified. It Is obvious from (5. 2.2. 1) that a given set of ply... 'Pk

will uniquely determine FIR (LI), FIR (L 2),..., FIR (Lk) and conversely. The

probabilities pl' -I Pk are thus interpreted its.

P1 ! the probability of isolating a fault.to % L RIs

P2  the probability of isolating a fault to > L1 Rs and s L RIo,

P2 2
Pk = the probabl1ity of Isolating a fault to > Lk.1 RIS and z Lk RIs.

Therefore, p1 ,. *Pk are probabilities of k mutually exclusive events, By

analogy with the demonstration tests of the last section based on the binomial

distribution, the demonstration tests for fault isolation resolution will be based

on the multinomial distribution.

If there are a total of N R Is in the system under consideration, then it

will be convenient to take Lk - NR so that FIR (Lk) will always be 1. In this
ease,

k
Zpi FIR(Lk) 1. (5.2.2)
1- 1
To design a demonstration test for fault Isolation resolution, it will be noocs-

sary to know both the minimum acceptable Lnd design goal values for the vector

of probabilities 5 - (P1 .'"Pk)*

The demonstration test statistio Is defined as follows: Insert or simulate N

faults at random into the system undergoing demonstration testing and supposo that

n (n z N) of these faults are detected by BIT. Let:

X - the number of the n faults detected by BIT which are isolated by

ET to L1 RIs

SX2 the number of the n faults detected by liT which are isolated by

"BIT to > L1 RIS and S L 2 HIS

Xk - the nuniwr of "'e n faults detected by BIT which are isolated by .,

BIT> Lk-. RIs andMLk rUs.I
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Then the test statistic Is defined by

k k-i
T E XIn p/P Z A2 Axi+ n in (pk/Pk) (5.2.2.3)

jul= 1=1

where

A. A1 1- P/pj*) -. In (pk/p\)1 i~1, 2, ... , k-i, (5.2.2.4)

with p 1 , ... , Pk denoting the design goal values for the yeotor of probabilities

,, and pl*, ... Pk* denoting the minimum acceptable values for the vector of

probabilities p. The test statistic defixiod by 22. •), follows from the usual
likelihood ratio toot for testing the slmple.hypothesis (Ho) that (p', ... , p•)! .... ~ ~ ~ ~0 thatp (Pl*l ... Pk)* n h etbsda

against the simple alternative (H1) thatp (p1 *, * ) and the test based on

5.2. 2. 3 is optimal in the sense discussed In Section 5.2.2. 21 (reference 3). The

demonstihation ttst is thA

Producerfalls test If T < C (5.2,2.5)
Producer passes test if T ; 'C

Where C, the pass/fall criterion, is determined by selecting either the producer

risk a or the consumer risk P (but not both simultaneously). Since the random

vector (X .,., Xk) has a multinomial distribution under either hypothesis, that

is, for non-negative integers

k
-XJ as.. Xkwith x1  n;

-, k,,.;':PIXI= X11slo '** XkmXl"kn ~~* (5.2.2.6()

Wherep-p • (Im 1p 21 s.., k) under H0 and pi - Pi* (0- 1, 2, k)under

HI, the value C is determined by either one of the following equations :

S• . lpIXj

nt kA k ,p I I

n1 
4 

np xp 
(5.2.2.8)

iI, B l1lx, 1
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where: A is the set of all vectors of non-negative integers (xI, ... , .xk) such

that

k
X X n and T s C; B is the sot of all vectors of non-

k
negative integers (xj,,.., xk) such that XE xi n and T - C.

As with the binonmial case discussed in Section L.2. 1. 1, exact prespeoffiod values
of a or 93 will not be attainable due to the discreteness of the multinonrtal die-
tribution. Howevert a value of C can be determined from L.2.2.7 or S. 2,2.8

which yields an exact value of a or 3 closest to the prespecified value.
Since the sample shze n for a demonstration test of fault isolation rosolution

will often be large, the pass fail value C can be determined using normal distri-
bution approximationa. Denoting by Zt as the tth quantile of the satadard normial
distribution (e. g., Z 0 0  1. 282) and utilizing the normal approximation in
(S .2. 28) the value of C is approxi mately

C g C 0 + n In (pk/Pk) (5.2.2.9)

where

C" 0 n X A pt + z I - pi(1 -p 2 X AIApi
I I ~~~1% i< J.k1

" ~ ~(5.2.2,.10)

Generally, conditions (5. 2,.27) and (S. 2. 8) will not be satisfied simultanoously
for a given value of n. However, when n Is presumed to be large, the normnal

approximation ma~y be applied to both (5. 2.2, 7) and (6. 2.2,.8) to yield theo value
of n necessary to satisfy (5. 2.2.7) and (5.2 2. 8) simultAnocusly. The requirod

value of n is apprdximataly

2 2

n 0 ( Z U /()A (
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where

k-1

: A Ap' (5.2.2.12)

,k-1 ,(3.2.2.13)iit

a / Ai Pi,(1-p 1 ) 2 EM A A 'p' (5.2.2.14)
1 l: <J:sk-1 '

k-k= *1p* * * (5, 2.2.15)
a 2p 10) - 2 pZ rAj Pi p (5.2The5u =V 1=1A1 :51 <j Sk-i ,

The results (5.2.2.9) through (r5, 2.2.u10) are discussed and d(riv2d in reforence C$

These results will now (5 22.0.tran bey soen exatmples. Appendix D om ( -.

inseveral demonstration test plans foridrred s n th plo sizes aond dsign goal

and minimum aeoptiblo wluos for F for the e ase k 2 3 (1,ath, two acituail loevls
of fault isolation rusolution, rthe third being L 3 = N it In Appendix 13 the utres/

fail value C was computed tieing (5. 2. 2.10) for' the prom•peeifiod waduo of P. Theon

exact valueo of (v and 0 were computed using (5. 2. 2.7) anod (5. 2, 2, 8) for the C

value computed f roin (5. 2.2. 10). It can be soon that the approxiination (5, 2, 2. 10)

is very good for the sample sizes considered atnd thoF waluos consideredt.

Example: Suppose there are two levels (I. o,, k - 3) of fault isolation resolutioni
under considerattion. Specifically, the levels L,, L2 trod the m-lnmum acoeptable

and desipn goal values for FIR (I. 1 ) PAd FIt (L 2 ) are:

L1 1, 2, 3 (L3 N 1 )

Design Goal: FIR (1) O. 800 or 1) 0. 80

FIR (3) = 0.900 or p2 ' , 0.10

FIR (L9 ) • 1. 000 or P.3 ' 0. 10

Minimunt

Acceptable: Flit (1) 0.700 or pl* 0.70

FiR (3) ,, 0.875 or P2* 0. 175

Fit (.3)'d 1. 000 or p3 = 0. 125
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Suppose further that the oonsumer risk t is prespecified as 0. 10. If n faults

are detected by BVI (out of the original N Inserted or simulated faults) then let

X1 = the number of the n faults isolated by BIT to 1 Ri

X2 = the number of the n faults Isolated by BIT to > 1 1i and s 3 Rls

Xs - the number of the n faults isolated by BIT to > 3 RIs and s L3 Rls.

SFrom Table 1B-5 of Appendix B (or using (5.2,2,1), (5.2.2.3) and (5.2.2.4)) it it

Sseen that:

T- a. 13353 X -0, 55962 -0. 22314 X3 .

Again from the Table, it In seen that for n - 50t the exact ,alue of p in 0.0889
: aid the exact value of the producer risk a Is 0. 3567. The pass/fall value C is

0. 8226, so that the producer passes the test (when n = 50) if T - 0. 8226 and fails

otherwise. If the value 0.3657 Is tood lrrge for a, then a larger sampl e isn

Swill b required. If a - 0. 10 Is desired, then the required n may be approximated

usin (G.2,211). The caloulation Is;

n W (1282wr +1,282a) /1
•} •,,where

(o. 13353) (0. 80) - (0. 5596) (0. 10) 0-.05080
I, (0. 13353) (0. 70) - (0.595t0 (0. 175) -0.00446

0(O. 13353)2 (0.80) (0.20) + (0.5 6906)2 (0. 10) (0. 90) +

2(0, 13353)(0. 56902)(0. 80)(0. 10)11/2 = 0. 2073T

o 0 (0.1 3353)12(0.70)(0.30) + (0.55962) 2 (0.175) (0.825) +

2(0.13353)(0. 58962)(0, 70)(0. 178)I1/2 O. 25930
or

n~117
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The value n = 117 Is not included in the Table but for ni 110, a 0. 1051 and

1 ' 0.0910. Since those values are very close to 0. 10 the test for n - 110 maiy
be used. For the case 11-- 110, the patss/falil value C is 0. 0606 and the producer
passes if T Z 0. 0600 and fails otherwise. Suppose that:

X1 84

X2 a 11
X3" -1i

is observed lit the test with n 110.
Then, T - (0. 13353) (84) - 0,655062(11) - 0.22314(15),- 1. 7136 > 0,06006 sot the

producer passes.
If the observed results arex

X 15

X r~13

then T t (0. 13353) (82) - (0. 55962) (15) - (0, 22314) (13) - -0. 34566 < 0. 0606 so,
the pixyducor fails.
5. 2. 3 Fault Seeding Methods

The valldity of the demohstration tests for FFD, FFI, F EFI, antd FIR is
dependent on the ability to insert or simulteo faults in the partoular system at
ratxiom. By the term "at rmndom", it Is meant that faults are inserted or sinit-
latod in such at nunmer that any one of tall possible fuilts that can oocur is oquall•
likely to be inserted or simulated on ulv given fault Insertion or sluhtlation. Of
course, to do this, mn exhautstive list containing all possliblo fault typs is re-
quired, From suoh a list, the sample faults are chosen at random and inserted or
simulated in the system. However, an exhaustive list is usually not available
and would be extremely costly to compile. The alternautive is to compile an ab-
broviated list which provides a reprosontative sample of the exhauistive list. A
random sample can then be solected from this fault list and simulated or inserted
in the system. Such an abbroviated list can be obtatinod from tochniques such as
Appendix A to MIL-STD-471A which provides a oandidato fiult list for maintAin-
ability demonstration tests,

It should be pointed out that when more than one FOM reluiring fault seeding
is being domo.totrttod, it is not neoaossry to soed soveorl different sets of faUlts.

7,



The sanme sat of seeded fiults may be used In each demonstraticin test for whloh

the needed faults are alplioable. Additional fault seeding will only be necessary

If some demonstration tests require larger sample sizes due to the test

parameters.
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6.0 GUIDELINES FOR SPECIFYING BIT/ETE FOMs

This section, provides general guidelines for the selection of an appropriate

not of BIT/ETE FOW1 that should be specified for a given system/equipment.

The information presented here is provided as recommendations only for select-

ing the most suitable BIT/ETE FOMs to specify. The user should use his own

discretion when determining which BIT/ETE FOMs will finally be specified

based on the specific system/equipment mission and objectives.

This section is broken down into two subsections. The first subsection

provides guidance for the selection of BIT/ETE FOMs to specify, given various

systum/equipment RMA requirements. The second subsection contains guidance

for specifying consistent MIT/ETE FOMs.
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"6.1 GUIDELINES FOR SELECTING BIT/ETE FOMs TO SPECIFY
The selection process for an appropriate set of BIT/ETE FOMs to specify

is dependent upon the system/equipment in question and the requirements or

goals that are desired. In other words, BIT/ETE FOMs should be specified

according to the most important system goals that are desired or required. This

"4 •;section contains a methodology that can be used to identify candidate BIT/ETE

FOMs to specify,, based on the desired system objectives or requirements.

One Important point should be noted: the BIT/ETE FOMs selected will most

likely supplement the RMA FOMs that are normally specified (e, g., MTBF,

MITTR, and A, or other similar FOMs), With this in mind, it is assumed that

at least two of the three RMA FOMs are already included in the system specifies-

tion. The third FOM, whichever it may be, can be easily determined using

the definition of availability

AMTBF -
(A MTEF + MTTh

It may turn up, as a result of using the presented guidelines, that the RMA

FOMs that are already a part of the system specification may also be prime

candidates for BIT/ETE specification. For this reason, the RMA FONIs that

also characterize BIT/ETE inherently, remained in the list of BIT/ETE FOMs.

Thus, if an RMA FOM is also identified as a prime candidate for BIT/ETE speci-

fioation, the number of BIT/ETE FOMs required can be kept at a minimum.

6.1.1 Development of BIT/ETE FOM Selection Guidelines Methodology

The matrix shown in Figure 6 along with the system/equipment objectives

enumerated in Table 17 are used to select candidate BIT/ETE FOMs. The

development of these FOM selection guidelines consisted of the following stepst

1) identify the virious system objectives that are related to BIT/ETE

2) correlate the system objectives with the BIT/ETE FOMs that suit

them the best

3) rank the BIT/ETE FOMs accordingly, for system objectives that can

be characterized by more than one BIT/ETE FOM.

"The first step of the BIT tETE specification guidelines development was

straightforward. For each FOM type identified in Section 3, a system ob-

Jective or reasons for specifying that particular FOM were tabulated. In

other words, system objectives or reasons were tabulated depending on when
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TABLE 17. SYSTEM/EQUIPMENT RMA AND BIT/ETE OBJECTIVES

1. A high confidence of oontinuous performance of uystem/equipment
requirements Is desired and there are no physical constraints (i.e.
redundancy can be implemented).

2. A high confidence of the system Is correct status (i. e., operational or
down) is needed to determine proceed/abort decisions.

3. Minimum downtime due to failures is critical and physical constraints
restkict the use of redtidancy.

4, Amount of spares available will be limited.

5, Minimum maintenance, and support costs are desired.

6. Specific skill levels will be required to maintain the system/equipment,

7. System/equipment location will restrict the amount of maintenance avail-
able (i. e., remote facilities).

8. BIT/ETE fallures will be detrimental to system reliability.

9, The periodicity and length of on-line testing is critical to system opera-
tions (e. g., in redundant systems whore switchover times must occur as
soon as possible).

10. The amount of memory for resident software diagnostics (I. e. for contin-
uous monitoring capabilities) is limited.

11. Undetected failures are hazardous to system safety.

12. A high confidence of BIT/IETE operability and accuracy is desired.

and why a BIT/ETE FOM would be specified. For example, if the amount of

spares available for a system is limited, then FIlR(L) with a high resolution

(I. c., average RI group size relatively low) would be a good BIT/ETE FOM to

specify.

The system objectives identified were general In order to maintain an over-

all system applicability. Table 17 summarizes the various system objectives

identified that pertain to BIT/ETE.

The next step was to correlate the identified system objectives with the

various BIT/ETE FOMs. A majority of work for this step was accomplished

during the first step.' As a check (to make sure all the system objectives were

identified for each BIT/ETE FOMW, each FOM was checked against all the system

objectives identified to determine If there were any other existing correlations.

The results of this step are shown In matrix form in Figure 6. The matrix re-

lates the BIT/ETE FOMs (tabulated across the top row of the matrix) with the
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identified system objectives (tabulated down the left side of the matrix). For

brevity, the system objectives have been denoted by numerals and abbreviated

titles, that refer to the numbered system objentives tabulated in Table 17.
The final step in thý guidelines development process was to determine which

BIT/ETE FOMs were the beat candidates to fulfill each system objective. The
method used, was a ranking of the BIT/ETE FOMe by evaluation scores. Two

methods were used for vapking the BIT/ETE FOM. The first method ranked

the FOMm according to the evaluation results of Section 4.2 (FOM suitability
evaluationi. The second method used was a ranking of the BIT/ETE FOMs accord-

Ing to their suitability towards the system objective it pertains to (i.e. , the FOM

that fit the objective the best was ranked the highest). The ranking results are

tabulated in the associated boxes of Figure 6. Each box contains three pieces of
datat 1) the FOM ranking due to evaluation results of Section 4.2, 2) the ranking

due to the FOM's suitability towards the system objective, and 3) the ranking of

the average of R and R2 (e.g., the rank obtained from the average'of the two

ranking methods.) For cases where thi average rank was the sanmo for more
than one FOM, the FOM with the higher ranking due to the evaluation results of
Section 4.2 was ranked higher. The format of the rankings presented in Figure

0 is shown in Figure 7 below:

RANKING DUE. TO RANKING Olt AVERAGE
OP %VICTION 4.2 •-

RA ItANKING DUE TO THE POM's

SUITABILITY TOWARDS THEni ,S\ 1 •YSTEM o1•[CTIvII

Figure 7. Ranking For,.at

Three rankings were given so the user would have a choice ilk selecting the

ranking scheme that was more important to him. The rankings are very similar

and the use of any ranking should not signifioantly affect the group of FOMs

selected.

6.1.2 Use of the BIT/ETE FOM Specification Guidelines Matrix

Selection of an appropriate set of BIT/H TE FOMs for a system is facilitated

by the use of the BIT/ETE FOM specification guidelines matrix of Figure 6.
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Use of the guidelines matrix includes the following steps (each of which is ex-

panded upon in the following paragraphs):

1) determine which system objectives are desired for the system in

question

21 for the system ob)ectives selected, determine which FOMs are the

best candidates by using one of the folWLowng techniques:

mi based on the BIT/FTE FOM "ahatlion ranking

bi based on the system objective rankings

cl based on the average anking

di based on the user's Judgment

3i select an adequate number of FOMs

*: Selection of the System ObjectUvest This taWk consists of selecUtng, out of

the, list of BIT/ETE objeoUves, those that pertain to the cbJectives desired for

the system in question. The format of the table is arranged such that the user

wscw the list of possible objectives In Table 17 and sel"ts the objective(os most

representative of those desired.

The list of s% stem objectives is vry genrali•t• and the user should use

discretion when applying the presewned methodtog3y for selecting BIT'ETV: FOMs.

Only the necessary system objectives should be selec•td.

Selection of the BIT E'ETE FOMs: The matnx is set up such that when a

system objective is selected, the user scans the row for the list of applicable

FONds. Selection of the appropriate FONM can be acecomplished several ways.

it is recommended that the BIT IETI FOM w•ih the best average ranking be the

specified FOM. However, the matrix leaves room for flexibility 1qy listing all

the applicable FOMs and alternative selection processes, such as rankings by

system objective suitability, and rankings by the BIT/ETIE FOl! evaluationp of

Section 4.
The average ranking (RIT/ETE FMN evaluamtion runiang and the system

objective rnkilngi is recommenk,'d since it accounts for the ability o( a FOMI to

be used by the pr%hicer and it accounts for the suitabilitv of the BIT ETE POIlN

towards the consumer's requirement objective,

Selection f an Adequate Number of FUM9s: In the process of identifying

the desired objeetives and the most appropriate BITr'ETY FOI assowiated with

the objective, therm may be some dtplication in the BIT'ETE FO.Ms selected

(i.e. , one BIT, ETE FONI may be best suited for morv thki, one BIT, ETIW
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ob)ectlvel. The problem tht arises is determin/ng how many BITiETE FONIs

should be specified. The minimum number of BITiETE FOMs that should be

specifted are the unique FOMs that have been Ide•ntified by the desired BITAETE

objectives rand the aforementioned selticon process. However, if the user So

desires, he may select alternaUtive FOM# (e.g., the iF.Ms that have the next

highest anrldng or any o4her FOM related to the BIT,,ETE objective) for the

ctses when there are duplietion.

It
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6~. 2.1 (buikifriwo For Spof't'tfy ing Cmiidslant DIT IFTV Pi)Ms

numerical ivalu~tw spo'dtld for Ow~ HIT FT Vio p dok rkA contra~dlic e'ach 01Iht'.

W'hvn oljwif'llvig nlultipkq 1411l V I~ Fý Yts wigeather the% Ilum t 1w torwlt~tiv-M,

VObt emwni$&iv, tit a pr icr~a %twn FthIxt that arv Itniriviatod art' vstxv~lfltd

"tiovibr. Tbv purt1si to thf* si-41kwo IF id, 141atfit tho HIlT FVTV rt'M'i lit art,

intr~rlatodi and &dtt'rnidne hom, ?tim& u~w-Iffel.. - -f -w 114 AffltdI. how ismotht'r

FOM way ha' iqvivifiW.d

10)1 cwtsislow- must .zim' Wt~h quonitataiveh, end qulvihtivelv bor

itwltivebt. V'ivt Ut oil. it two car ono 9WoM an-~ vi'datd Q~nkt&1tIv4l, thr,"

M,1 "vdwieathwm Lit ýo t4 th 'ft has~ an In-tact Lm *Abat the' InwiliaIl %sIIM

Mf axi' relatim] 1'hits cant lw.. Foir .'~aiisi'. it tha, inacmn itni' i.* rwj"It ia [NTI t

and~ IN, nitian haul IsolpatuitN utii 0' VI tr A", it, the"10,viitsd la'etUwr, thima in

tank's III lbe vsitwiagtvnt, t1w" taIuv vk vifivii fo'r I VMiagt IN' Iit' N thAn INlk tiI

*j-,k' PIf As for- Nt'*Ii. ThIN i'* an tol ioo,4 viu ,'. "a Itn V I 1 I!t.t 1 f 1 ,11 4.Aitit'tt

obvious. ~isirt Ia ahl)' "*sgo. tit lil rImionsiaulle mutit~.un.. wit nh l'i ri'i i on w.'

14l 11- t t '%I" toc fho. wti~k A. , cmit'ivtl,'t I. vA.%at v.otoae1 to dv'(o rMliwe Kmv

r FIWhd tIS' As.utitd bv .iws'sfled.

'iuv4 Is. .1 itsivi it-ii~n Ahci ies-I' 111 I~'t- in~ ir~ triAl4AtI.

'Mi' n.4V14itiotihtusei lowtt 4mvivi '. s, glo*oa

1) .4'aeasta' Ih.t A 41,1111Ukaihlah s rVIAI misilvmhes Its 1wiy. cii Owe ta. I` %ML'

1 (14 twites. that :a vstowtolokuij can Imt',in~w huh tr.'t1% ji. tw% uitt

t rv r.Iatu.eshlpt4 mo othio .het l'si .e

VOlian-s 14ou-c~tifical togeather lb. tMk4v o. omw~nc, ,%I Ia. ilt ihv to rs-ated i-t %t

dentli't,41 onu tht left Ilk- of the laIA' anal lii l'.aubuoaInt 1ma".. oth 11wrht !,hidw.

it udo.AahI tw suaha.. hera thaitI 1 a104 , Fti' w i th F1ta~~ %%I, OA 44.v If rvittVI 1.4

i,(mw tht, nvalrf,,ki Arv- rhen-twt- twr. 1 hu-t, Gansrans(ir tlihpt thAt .4n1

Indbra'stk% tra-14e' cani N, ilklr"Wia. t I,% til nleAt. i tht Indtusteit i onit' Aintl..

Tha' nwntbka' in 1thr Ietmanewt cA 'ugn (rOlAvion-hip nu n~tkwr. %hivh dtwustas IN.

evcrn-rNr'IMIOW rM'A xnI v' Ilunn onwti., ("kitthe Ilv ltrtio !ttus IIa tndallaed
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TABIU V 19. CC.. TlRl-,J0 ý%lff SV II CIV% INC, H4 I vrfi DHIMS
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TABLE 19. CONSTRAINT.1 WIWEN SPE~CIFYINU HELIATlE) MmshA (Co~intbCd1

Relations~~ #

$-t 10 R ('13 T A Nig~h FIR(1. ix tP4pleally the result of exten-

adve HIT fETE ~ ~ T' capastv4ity

typically Tetoult., 1, 4 Nift- of'*~t i(1M IRTF

0 11 n It M) MPSI, A Wjh FIRM) it- typtoo,11, tlw. moiult of exlen-

sive HIT IETE vra~i*Wlty, thia a Uigh degmv. of

faults mv Isolated with PTNTlEh. This 1-0

-iuum t kwmer MPS~I. mwjtirt~t to mavin

I~~ttti Ok w. N%. -Ail (sh1Vruit iN4iIN1ioll in A Jfulle

S10 to MT T high I- i-I il. ~s~n~the rs',ut oft exten-vet,

III r17: v~.,h4iI c Ctpm1AU~I% 1•picaslly

rv- 1t it) A high Jv-V - .r Aof 111''T fmftJ

isk)tNton j 1 t' lqrv~ris kit* TI.l

I I t i Mos A higrh VO- w? I vpi%ýdl tse 11wt-iul of' sxtenmi-pe

lIt T .'VTV v4,;isM#%ii thu,4 m, hig~h JeSIN-s. of

~'I~rvhults ii it kmvt- M1P181. rmttssr*%'to ~ rmaiv

tIrtl fs se ill im11av is#4fui

10o *rP ~ Ii WtwAs , H i - inil1ientims,. 44, tl% w%)u k if PIT

ETV' thervis, 4t . MPSI, tyj'i'asll r*&ultm i m

to Ir$ i% TTft Stmv~ I v oskmmoit' of MT TH it Ovwl't, 1w

sm*Whkr. T vpkcmlli % T T H t~mti~nimtv4 rf sevviw.I

taither .4mmitol tttwws (e.g. reaaaas'1h

f'1i ther.' i%, n k~w 411,141 typ~ically moullts iii



Not nnIV should the soerefed RI~!TIET M'tYj be~ quentitativly consiste'nt,

ue tauakl Ab~o be qur'tattivey or ii .xItivteI- cnsistetit. 'For exam~pi, ft

wasn state*d prev~ously that th. specified MTTR must be gyvater then the

sjpodfied Tpq. whim speddied topttwer. It ii.mt int-ive to may t~ha4 TrI

*.hould be oonaitkrably 1est.s than MITh tor victe vers in. Ttis 6~ obviowa

* vnce MTTR io ~usuclly cmnpriuvd of fault Isolt~ion time. dimmm-cambly- time.

* ~~~Int#Srihiflg tiesc, VruIsoobly Wiw., siwi chockout tint. No a5wdfic~ tvn.

strainU. can be dSeteromine for "a. that are 4~u*AtWIv*Iy relatd. Ifovs

ever. gemr.ral giidelUou ci be set up to avaAA1 ttv-sr types of Inmnsisten

d#*. Table I!# alo summarias the r'Jflwtrmdttb mi FOV spo-Mications Amr

qualitutively related R)Ats.
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______" Ta,.1sk a Progi-Am Tasks~

Plan

Iot 4 owe~r l~elats tu, ix. v iiindtar to

4. E~tablish ULoIrtmt 4 itoi.hIiiv W l1sa' l'qin-m iubMliiiwm 6ir &k.sgrini 191' t TV

friter~~ti i4'Cbwu -. SV IAT3%

7, ki't-tn'orta' A&I Frt'dom%~ u~l~~ Rv.4.art-%% -, nw4-twtm of aulvotisAmn4 j: m

1'*5. ~TSt' (~W~'tlerbh F%'*,~X .a ýk 13414kt(h 4M1'd It' & .n V itV~ IV% tI
pa~tev~ 4*r rexp tvflUemLR ksivv LA'L tp

It vmwtt %ddeve~rtna dg~ %Lilo 1 4#xpimA-f. A dk'arwtrnimli t4echniquis qoA

1I2. Prtpaiw blitbiAN.aaJU SAu H tt~vAAI~tuv- A4,qg'Labihlmt

pk..hity (MffIAkhttyj ol all IF.T Im mk4,Apoet-tiated nusint~ainoiltAit~.t

pcvvtitisv, and etwR tactI'.r* %herv avOL&bh'. TW.P r~WIft- an .itwikal'ss

of CseeI ftwqtoml kvt1'os PIT IKTF vOP&hM'IMC It. e. # v hotI do grv 4 tifl f

F-rE mn bwi' lmIeuivtflv' fo eb aud Vt4tjf'4il hevvil in Atkldtimtn It, t'artmmil



* w lk -~*~4~ '1~Itflt, -iwetiv o th.ipt ite'r 14 to~ poWA ým (tt txk ivtl

owtaNI~h ant mnwlivol 4~ th Ina iib ernm -t-urre. (iet.itb.hn the'K

441Acio thr~e'E **ige ' II.n. olovitA "is.inehlt t. ta~~l~ 14 111-

eh~kL0 it, Uu- *,aicn~. In ove'te 14, mit'e' the' o~eqwdtm fin t~kin ktwiIHNir'41n-

PM~e I tt I SVIW 4-114It " 414 10Il ih.. 90411ill"V- AM' AVtpý1-'I9it .1,tCoos pottd x

Intvft+-'0,44 '~IN. 111 . Uklt~uhq frr II Ile I I CniA HaI's '-4 %livlod A

~ibtlalot C-k~ foAr Ituli It% ted sk la%% -Lot sorve~ oft MIT W I I .~~~f C4

I 'v~i-fomf 1th wn' %ri v,~t'4Ii' - flit* i -- II: n se''I- r thv rk,-twI\ -I,, IhII''uI~~~

IatAU,'e4 Of AMl ~er. tkkt AMr' l1,' mtvull A ¶'-igi ieIvl.14014t. Vi~to d.

* VIN-41%.1 t vt ý te nt.k.ilkeh'.p~ tilt ~i ttii- %.t.aL. w1w~~Iiv'- tht, pr*%fictrti~ 4

the~ etn4Itzthv 111.0rdtn MIRIe intil.-t.'r-.1(~ the' 14.41~41 J101 v4wIyw-

ov~htV teic it -Ww - Ms I'hi&, tve~i. et1~tes 4 -.41w-it iir ktt e wtiLtUt, v. tilti

Writhipi I'.CI vvimtie' is" % 'sIiqbePe IRIO 11-6 AIVA-II tC 'Itllie'it'e4I IT I IttHIS

TI1ds t14i.0-toi Iv ~it~~iwt e$il~etIO fo ,it'e V1 mqri-%WtI\ vjn

* ault-ginste' tA4jti itemtis - i'hit'IN cew %qti A( emtneiming WtJ,~ otek eI*II

o~ilun .&int&"te ae-0Mk tiu'Am~ete'i' miltNW veeipiw'tqill. ThhW4 ite elvi k1i441-



icombint, lohqr Iridentum level HI~T FT fpuiRWewro IuirtkW her Itvelot

Titto caun kw accompllg1ht& by' the m~eopmol f thet Auieticwi. ta'th-

nique o~r bt' using~ the Amivi~yi rnethf'dl t)hAt a~re pmskntrm kn Sp-tlUon 'If. 1.
o ParticipAtetoindosign reviews - This Wonk euultta of emviwiag Ue Amaky-'

*is dAL to~ &sourv Accnptishnit-it di 11wo s"cifiod rwquirvvmeds In amiro~-
priate atagt' 4~ sysfrmn equipint dcvhb4)nwret.. 'nU* task to tliiwaUv

N~plicable t.i the. pei~dc~v i,-%t'w of1W 1FFITC. ckri.1crloUc,.

*I-st*M~ish data ot4ICUWu, aminysim. mIB U oJ g.Vfltt't actiuo ryhtezvi - This

Uask cvinEW~t tot esWakishiJK a ottA cuumiLtmtW 6% itern mucwh that the data

tAftailwd can be usMA to' priwkft fu Aher "vtWncr that OIw sp.wifial nWi rt-

anumtai havvt or hiuvt, rwt 6mm n ict. A dAUi collet-Win %, Arm' t'tahkishof

(or the ; opt..' n .inoIkxc~b* n1&1ntA~nAb1% %tAL 4.-A t'u w dr'~I ~k
to inciu*n the Uiles.tionr .ini %v%1vA o 11'( FUT I dslal.

o IDanmst~r..i. wehlevmw nt ofA m~in~alnibIj1N rv.Nmirn-twnM-- - This V.a4k

.iii1It par~mtneti'n u.sarn thte kluvrnwtms~~tkýt uchi tjues lrvi'~ifok-A tin NUI-

1`11l-17 1. Tht d-,iii 1t caiu'mn if Ow' ,,wt~itatt~v 1VT i VI 1m.-nmw~it-r- ci'

b4V 410 ID441.ihd UaWj .M Wi.-hnitjuvi'sti'ii in *kviomI. 5. ý' of thine x*-

cuin [w ew~.mlot ori thc . t- u-itd di, evtA% to c.Alu~j' fill' VTf

pwtod 1wý 0%, prtm'arrhWi 40ivtv%, stums rtpoilts AAieh vi he n~itt-d iAh el

IprNvkic thw em; et mswocowini~t~s o( t%, pmintit ah6 li pjtrtate"'r muin;
A4hor inolut&tjion pvrainlir: to~ %he' mAintU-nwe.Ln of Owe i% temf. 1110A ovii

1.w dirvceth i444wo %41 wrI EIT ptuniert, m%( 161I"T F rk U14te

fur~mtle94



~.O ON' SJO RfrN)MMI NjATIONS

Thtx program objtvtives Wdntified in 1,keckon I or this k.kwuiment have Iveei

sacomplished. The results obtained thri this study provide the necesary infoir-

matkio to slequiMely specify, analyxe, aud demonstrate the DIT/EýTF capabititiev

oontralned in a systeniA'quiprnvnt. The methodologies developed are coinpsttble

with eidsting maintainablllty program techniquem awl alio% BIT 'ETF rvquiremvn1s

to be easily integrated into ut~anrd maintainubility programs..

Specific results of this studsy iicludc:

1) The! daja co.llectlaon task showed that the BIiT IETE FoUit currently

specUlod/used do not et'ver all aspects of 1IT/IEtE capability &Md are

anibigwwaus and nconsistent. This study establiohes firm clefinitkon of

the 1lI1/lFI 1t.1 J'C)Is exantinvd. lItIs recomm~ended that the establlabed

definition or variation thervof km,- kneorpdrated in%-) a uilitarY otazxiard.

21 bIthodlOgIekS biVC been1 dtfi1%X tO .tdeuately anadlvie aWn &nxonatraW&

of ratc d 'odeiit k-chniques, tnine dependent teculue*s ctumbirwcd rat,

at nd tn IK')4ntlert techniqui-R n etirsIcu rnudo~tiitailuabilits aNulal~sl

techniques. 11.nvwonstration fvNxibod coti nst of stat~it ivalc &Nmornousi-A~l~ii

using. ; bhxniznIl distributimi, .1 1110ltlnmial distaiixiI Ion, andI current

1) A technique was developii ti nietOxxilally Selecvt thý HIlT ETE FOWs
that shouki 'ippea:r in a system!equipment specification bmasm on OK,
desired syseteme :oquipnicnt objctives. Along %with thv devvolopeti wV11-

ti4iui¶', uideltnes have bevin presunted to oeid the' user in aptM'i1'ing

rtunicrleal values for the 011IT * IU I-ObUti and coxsnotasnts that must be4

followed when spec~ifyenW relavte BIT I TI' i'thMs

41 Mit tud ralN.otvities Nhe necessary tools required to Inteigrate the de-

huedO IT/F.TE FtOXIs into standst-d nuaintainabilitY programs.

The rvaults of this study providm'e 04-Ourdation for the coi'ot~tent spee-iflv t-

tion wi a verification of effectivu llIT/F 'Y Ii"OMS. Y.nhancenetent of Uhe providVd

Caabilitles Is seo nvn' hl fefhqer stidies I the folloiwing Areas.



1t%, mnWIvol (it falopA ~alrtmp litv~Him,4 frxiwwveic of twtit'vwelk anat

f&Iwk~ i- affivilng thelir twett r rvtw. I )ave lq t'l) Mlnqut' for phy. eatc.41%

denmost raIIIngNst -tI a rm t.4 tirwhiding I nthicw-im~-titm Ia nd '161it

rwallabl&e for iulon~ted 4np~ei )clirvist mohi~sl. t'ompile ilk,

mvall.Abl tedwtntques 6uinal deve~q) rww hv'hniqvieR :tIa nelvesocrv to~ per-

for'tn Autintt~t'sI anal~v~.h of eiriullm relative Wt u-adtrs' ul

(kws. trumtfrnt etindittiwn', failure ntodtm aml tffeivs, am)i unak-tecle'I

failures. llwmo' aiiadllvI4' m~ild be- tl~'ii-x~t .1q1ihd to 111% An-M~UMI~m WI

Orr/TF-T W14stm such apa 11-11, lYiA, mmi t P-1.

.11 Vet Tr",41f.'*Vh Ttw-vahsuttion or PIT1 V 14 FIN 1IS r1 et-wedi1 lIII

'-AV~oIk I AMth IN Kuldeluale got' Ow x~leikh~il %'I 141wtilcallost of dhriee

Pl'O x prossente(d I" ?Scetkin (I haive purpisely mvolikd most rI..ttiI'Imhu'.

The' subjets of evw*l Is a ~i 'thnificant filetor In INt, stwict-MV1 *AM W1vilalels-

tation of HIlT ~)*i4 TF, In the Aarmivsb of t4101 t, ab.s Im'olvtdI%. t1%. ib,4

jatudý of IMYVrihli. Firot. qeuu1 mnust Ix 14-1Hawd (v. 1g . tdIit-tg etwi.

rocurring prmhtehkwn mostsi1 wnrivrtq~ret~thV~i lilt' t~vic~ (c14t. t~to-

mentallon c~ost. assuvialvdI nititemnn , maiau ~ mt H &e~ws4s etc. 1. Mwi~-

~otml Is tk'ltxwi 4aind tiw- dqtiintlio'w irt, aio ytritt~ ax tr mit~wt mt for whieh

Ut' de4ffltioII4 in! fltAt), It I1%1ht ~l4i bv.* W viLated to11' 1"IT ChT I .hAa--

teriuiics. For exanuiPl, fatult limoimhion rei.olultion to a ptinotlt III 90 per-

cent ofl Ofik' tlIt&' for onte nalllcmivnloIhrg In (1k')Ignt lit. eqivaen V4UV Ilkt t

iewoation to a singlu lit .40 ;wrevoit of tht, 6mva hir 'hat .4 muIl Lto dOllars.,

Savh an t4*jiialAlqg ttat2jt eonvint.'r "l1 i'vLtebtc favri rsuc III# miito

CrttIVlkla~t k apa srvm' availabiIIlh IwtpitonvWImiIl 4011 ls vau14101 twimp

VA~vIA. et~. . Thu developnkeot oftp'it i tcKVI VtU I, V YOM 8?4 a euta rd

tionohituhp antl quarhutmitive %nntrretiallonudnmp Vkt',eev 111 1 14 WWI~~m

wiould pvrovith, #4 very movNraI mir~vId~ 1, hnt~tia~v for thc toeieetlt4 anti
Ol~w~fiva1ic -I titHMt.,
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APPFNI*X A

RHQ~Jý ' 0 fL.AEPsFI.AED

The %&kwing tables provide the probabitities of passng the daemonstra
tion test a doe~rl o I n Section S5.2. 1. 'rhe I blea prvwted PAe &w a pe-e-
sentativ. ample of toot stallotics. That is. the table. presented ame kw
iaimplea le~ses of it m20. 25. 30. 35. 40. 45. 50. WU. 10. S. IN and 100, and

puw, fail critorion i wb each it) of k - 0. OM .WCfn*1, 0, Sn*2. ... n -1.

tUsag of those tablvis are described lit Aftilon 5.2J.1 of this rapagr aid In
Section A. 2 or this mpjmdix.

The 'values preevvtitt~ tit O1w table. were onput~ed using the tolkowriog

wheme

it ample slite.
k I 'til criterkin.

p the true value of the I'Mbeivg dvw.tisrmutrateil wl' 11w tyl* diseu...ist-
In 8*e.Ation S. 2. 1. 1).

v~)the prakobaldty of pinsing the deoanitrotitm toot it p is the true
value of the FOM hiehig dentonstrated (or the type WiacuAmed lit
Section S. 2.l., 1.

The linxduimer ri~.k t iveii by I ',(pt) whcrt' p. In the dosigit Vil,
and the mmsumer riak toi giveni ty 0 I where it I i the minimum

A. 2 StyP-bY Stei 14rocetlur for t).ikntIng a IDentonol ratlun rest I'sirj

Caow 1: it. pl. e known., k and pt mutt he tleterwtnied (awoultng m rooon
able value for i.,mityy

Stcj' I Examnple the taik-'A hi Apptemlix A fnr thotm- (-*a" whore xmple

size iLs n.
Step 2 M1idt the %-oine or( k Ox.,t petwo' Cljl erit.~rovO Air whit-h Itibc tA1114.

oi'try W(I . pvbsbitty of liasislog the le 't I orrvnpond~ng to
p, (i.e.. p, em the trut, value of p) is clottst to the alemired F.

This to the value of k rcjuired aond the table enttry, correispond
ing Ito P1 is Otw toxitii voliw of 41



Sv3 Vmot the is ptien andl k~ ~I4k rnI?*lI W~ SMe4ý 2, m-flrt- the It~lit'

vorsxvll ng to omwiv M z4 it' wIild ji s , o 'I,1ieritsi k for t ho
elitry ji%' of p"A$ig~l thr Wtist") smiuml firtterpol"

twit may kxv nott.'tsomar3) UsI 4 h. Tthe *vurm.imi~igK tru.a, valm

of 1)In the requifed p0 Ifor Owe asswumMt
COW 21110 111 all k~n 11 u Nnt k m~ust tv ikltclrwMtIU1.

ACommpuwe a 11 a~t aprtvitioull~ I's r& M1 1v,41 t k S~i.~ .2. 1 . 1, a.
Stp2 Cuumputc a "tI mppnixinvallon Ito k umitig eiualloit S.2. 1. 1.7.

Soi3 IKnIor ttw lable let Aplicndiic A a~r~~ ndaa t'u unrh'W aAft of

P~ Niud ~Isss5ji e rterion -if k. Rrl~sa the a'xikl v'alu.' of & (hun

the table' entrv ~i . ký . "rutiutialotv %f pmatiug teM tr--rolotsi

Ing to .i Wkt . p, P%- Me trUe voimint of 10 C-tvwnlue I1w %-xot

valquc %if %~ as Asio mitius w ImW laia onta r iryajs4sa

Step 4 Ce p 0 m Ole texro valm ofi .if ihii rgtilviw i

e. I t th&.v mrr eklua' el'ua'Utb 41wrv . -qL.'qvm%. t-tih'ir it, %f' Tlt'Irjl~mEII

tiv %jj4rr p fretaterroe . Otht test ka ditttrmiind tiy Ussilg Ith valuca

of it masl k delerantlatea in AeliN I mut '.'. If thve ~xacti value*w of

*l . 0t wuil M1 kbA.. cialuUgh~t 1,4) 1% 'tiiltal V04ine, of *s , OI O'iw

varv ii and lor it (a~unt'. Inen-r n)m tolltm~hty mid msWA. Ste 3tc .

ICOntitauu( Until Owi oxmiti va lUein o( p A rt- jbmapc %vawUghtj ( the

origivial Vamlli" it( .
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TABLE S-I. EXAMPLE I OF A DEMONSTRATION TUIT PLAN PD) !IR(L)

Design coel Vesi,

FIR(LI) a COft
IHII(LI) w eC4OM113(U) -ts e
n a(Ms) a 1. OW

mihdm m ptew". Vduw.:

1it(L1) a 0.11W
PnR(U) a 0. .M
113(L)) '* 1. 50

Prp"Odfd conwuer Iak (mIe): 0.100

CooMfSoint In Tels Staidtlic

O.05?16 -0.4!0i -0.33641

smpIa aIa. %act ete aKiect Apha Prol/Fall Value

s5 0.011 O. U53 0.8"43
so 0.1016 0.5405 0.9139
00.0350 0.5256 0. Mil

0.004 0.5019 0. N0$
30.1011 0.440* 0.9118

150 0.0540 0.4259 0. "I0
110 0.1011 0.371" . 0"
Im 0.038 0.3617 9 0. 05"
10 0.0CW 0A321l 0.8t14
140 0.034 0.32 0.7ts4
too 00. So" 00,152

I

14



TADLE b-I. RXAMIPL 20OF A DO!W0TRATION TOT tLýANK)! 713CL)

Design Goal Vauko:

713(Ll) 0. O,6
713(U) a 0,00
113(L$) a 1.00

4nimwui Aamptablo Values:

: FIR(LI) = A.M0
7IR(L) a MO,0M
FII(L) w t.004

I Pao9dled Cunsumw lsk (Meta): *.S0o

CoaeMcients in Test Statistc:

O.6071t6 -0.41000 -0O.336,4?4

SimpIe Sie iExact "Iea Use Alpha POmAIFW Value

so 0.1069 0,4161 0C M03
so 0.230 0.3633 0.33O.
t0 0.2159. 0.3116 0. 30
o0 0. MI 0.3041 0.2486
0 0.2034 0. 26" 0.2"4

10 0.2001 0.23317 0.1541
111 0.2136 0.2060 0,013
126 0.1961 0. 2w 0.63?4
130 0. 196 0. 18*3 -O.025l
14) 0.2f030 0. is0 -0.0 1
160 0.20"S 0.1422 -0.1572

146



TABLIK 9-3. _EXAMPLE 3 OF A DEMONSTRATION TEST PLAN FOR P1R(L)

j Design G3oal Values:

F(R(LI) = .1600Sam(L2) a 0.900PI1(U) - I,0

WIdmudm Acceptabk, Values:

PIR(3I) a 0.0000

PIR(L3) - 1.

Prs•pesi6ed Consumer Risk (Beta): 0,1000

Coeffioitnts in Teat Statistitc

0.0540? -0.28766 -O1.010I

Sample Silo Exact HoUts Exact Alpha Pass/Fdl Value

s0 0.0OW2 0.4361 1.O8S!
s0 0.0949 0.3777 1.032
70 0.080 0.337? O.3731
so 0.0138 0.275? 0.3917
90 0.0369 0.2432 O.978
100 0.0912 0.2025 0.633
110 0.0356 0.1630 0.57"0
1"0 0. 0K6 0.1340 0.4587
130 0.0947 0.1161 0.3308
140 0.0532 0.007 0. t4o
I0N 0.0342 0.0812 0. 5?4

14?
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TABLE 3-4. tXAMSPLR 4 OF A D11)ONSTRATIOIJ TES3T PLAN FOR FIRML

Desin Goal Vashoee:

flR(LI) a0.VM5
FIR (L2) &0. 9W
VlR(L) m 1.0W0

bUidmum Aecepteble Valueso

FIR(LI) a 0.9M1
FIR(U) a 0,15W
FIR(L3) -1.0100

PI..pgýdfled Conwmer Risk (Slets). 0.20*

CbeMienta in Test Statistic.

0.0540? -0.28763 1016

Samploe Sims Exact Beta Exect Alpha Pas /Fall vaha.

so 0.1064 0.2151 0.2157
60 0.2110 0.1796 0.0869
T0 0.2201 0.1356 -0-056"
so 0.2184 0.1097 -0.2391
30 0.2023 0.090l0 -0.3469

100 0.1069 0.0614 -0.5314
110 0.1861 0.50m -0.7103
in 0.2034 0.0468 -1.8"s
130 0.2304 0.0392 -1.1023
149 0.2035 0.0309 -1.2504
160 b~.2046 0.0243 -1.4199

140



TAJIDI U-S. bXAMPLE 6 OF A DIMONSTRATION TLST PLAN IR•

Dmign O*W Vulue*:

FIR(LI) a 0.Om
FIR(U) m 0.NIM
FIR(L$) u 1.0000

fIIAm Aoomptable Valum:

FIR(L) u 0.1000
nR(L2) u 0.W0S
FIR(.3) a 1,400

Propedlfed Conounar ,Nsk (Note), 0. 1004

Coomfflients In Toot Statistic:

0.133P3 -0.C6*1( -0.pC0314

smomlen aim Exact Bets Exact Alpha Pass/FwAl Value

so 00883 0.355T 0.8226
M 0.0873 0.2970 0.7319
o0 0.0010 0.2373 0.6226

so 0. 10t 0.1632 0.4"4
90 0.1016 0.1434 0.38l2

100 0.098 0.12219 0.2156
I10 0.0910 0.1051 0.0106
120 0.1048 0.0726 -0.1020
130 0.0N 0.0420 -0.3712
140 0.0"1 0.0538 --0.4462
I1 0.1016 0.038? -0.4264

141
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MISL 1:0. EXAMIlPL 6PY A MIONSTIATION TE? P1LAN q~LL!!

Owe.g OaI Vahmase

F!R(LA) COW.00
131(UA) C SW'I
FIR(L3)I.V

MdWnum ACoeptabio V~Mum:

FIR(LW) a .0760
FIRMLS* 1.0600

Pm~podflW Covrumin Risk ("~a),. C.200

Cootfiicrnt in *ast Statistic:

0.1335~3 -0.53062 -0.22314

Sample ffis Exact Data Exact Alpha Pow /Fail Vsha

s0 0.2215 0.1615 -0.01"
eo 0.2050 0.1356 -0.1891
70 0.1is" 0.11$6 -0.3120

so0.2164 0.0745 -0.3566

90I 0.190 0.0641

100 4.2046 ~ 10.07 4



APPIENLiX C - JNWk)ITHTY .LJINVEY DA V'A

The tablve t1sted on thr JoUmiwngpgv su.imm~rii* Owe data rocwrived Ahrgh

the &ndaamtrv surwey (istio I'-ctimn 2.'o Thit ta~bles on-~ timau"I b%-' "W In~ the

followiag order

Tabl C-1. 11 II) - pervent of tau1s detpctA d byv Brff: VTF: janabigo" us, rrm

Table C - 2. FrAR/FS.1t (also~ slarim mtk rair ,'cr 60mv aitaw* itkbeUonhs
(a1aslogmm to~ FFA and FPSI1

Table C-3. IIA 1, - faualt Islsiwlon anlbigalty level ( *ksopas ýoF t o

Table C-4. %,F1 - peivent of( fthutt ~iolsi with HIT,' F'TIE janai ' Ito FP't
Table C'-5. SN 8 TOITAV - ovatern WTI1

Table C-6. NItP4T. -- nalntcnalKv pivro(Ratl *kill htev

Tanble C.--. D' E Ret B IlT 'CEt' m'lab11&ty (*4o~Ak%( to 1R I

Tablo C-0. WE A 'r VOL. -, INT Ei,,T* wi-it~g'valumt, tarnalugous tv

ihe' obb wi.atimm and 'de'u '*d usmi w thc tabks x-:

1k CL0bI'A~jY -tk ~cs, the .,om4*rk% %hot Owe ourvve- wuat r(al.'rnmi.

Copmii %%r dmthe 1ko e numintAt k~c0tai henbe't qrhw'

21 FQV~II ;u - gkrulc th ,equi~m'itvn 1 pe qe4'O n AskI wnep W(

.HP~ - aboin equaipment
0Yti - other

31 E.2PRENCE - Oxmk' colurna &imteo, thv Amve Lqd f'xrnmp&k S ve~x n r't

wilthi the P(IM. A chock mark denviteo "t they have had -x~wrivrw,~t % kde

1W, Fom In w~w of the (01LAO~ if art*s:

sIPEC - thru.
ANA - thru ambsksal
DEMO - thruA &kmontr&Uown

41 SW~TABIUTV - theat eulumno deele' the' sraro Itlvv for vot-h W'Nto
suitabwilitt factor. The' suftabtlB4 factars ame

TRANS tra~ataeblity
TRACK - tr&%ekmbIllt~k
DEMO( -' demonstrnbility
AMOIC( - artnA~ulty

GN- igetim-ality

AVE - tht, dvemnae mcn



TAU" iC-1. FOM % FD

~ A"L ~l-aU + IUVMS IR k M I. tW) D:&ANNiU 'UI.

A V to ~ r

*11n

A~ V I 3 . . 3 3 3

' m I: I a Is
A%

9 AV 4 S

Pm r

to AV 3 1 P13 1 1

- 3 AV p 3 6 3 4

16 AV P 4 5

IT AV 3 4

AV 5 4 t

'pP9 

0 .

* p*p D



TAILE C-1. YOU Y D %*MUNd)

COIIMML4UIP1~. RAUU11
, T)I i / ,/ p- - - -"

,-m..,----r- -- - -o -" - -

---- :" - - - a. ,,
34 6 a I is 1

dow- -

153

, , * *....... ....

-a -"



TA"RL C-2. FGAU IAa/JIM

I~ ~ WAIC ___TAKUTIV
aswf v- - is 1 at J 7 0

3 to

amt 3 3-. to

16 AV, 2

3 3

IAI

Gam

1 7 A~~V K I

3 3
__ asLI

*I AV

GAD.



r ~TABUI C-3. TOM: FA/~(Co*m**Qd

Ceara=1 A*NAL DEW TEAAM Ti,.XCK DaN A A v 4XCi V

AV, 6 3 6 6 4

U LV i1~ir 1I! tA 3
-, AV~

26 WDh

onLV -

so Ltv



TANA C-j. J."3% VIAL

I2VLKCI~ KTAUMTT

3S A V 3 6 6

AV a 5 ie

(ml 10

AV - 6

UaD V 5 0

AV 4 3 6

13 AV 5 3 J 6 3

1 AV 3 s

MOj S
is am hn.-~ s-.~ .- ,.



TABU~T C - -. -~ LA Cod

AVA

TAUC4 1M IL Cwi

tilt5



TABU C-4. OM: F1P

~~~~~~1~~ -v I

-AV V___ 6 6

4 ýA Iv

ASLV V V 4 -

0 AV 3

14 Aw V S. 3

A V~

LV a>
16 AV V'

ua - -w



ITABUE C-4.yu O in Kwaa *1

_ UVIKW MIAT3UTY
MUM=~ WOW? Daw~ ANALs Im"Cga~TA

A V 'v v

II



IUbLE C-5. PQM: ~SY UYD

NO WANfAwL D&N TKAW 8AUC AV

.1 I 1- r -

'I 1l v o 1 i

wws to 1,

to to I.

3 AV 30 :10 10 1*

MPE vs IQ isS S

15 AV t r 6
s to 10

vrms
aua0 AVv 5 5 1

4 -% -

A - v

19 QAD to 3V£ 9 - 1
/~~i 'v 0 - . 1Is 10 1

at AV~W *

05) S i-
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TIAILKI C-4, YOU uS ITSF, (Cla

AVL' UPL - to to - -I

4 • ta o" as ,

=Mrt 4 4 is t i• 1. So 3, o

lo

' iK
t4

!4

S I

1'
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TABLU C4. FOs MPOL

cu by " v MWPu A JM -a iU le -I A CK MM AM9 4 I AVE
11 AV %# I" I it to M t

-a- .a. ,- -4 I6' t t f" ' - - ---4- - -- .- -- - - -

"" : U to. 1 .10 1 t I*
AV 10 9S 1

" M -D -ti it is ;t<411
3 AV 30 3OI 10a 4

4- .4 3 4 4 r ,.
-AV" - r 2 "

MP V0' 2 s

10 AV -

imp13 AV , , • - '

S_ AV. / t, o - t-

.'0is *RD

14 AV

1 3ol 6 14

is AV !t to o
' L~'

10 v .... .1" .. . . . .

""I3 4. 1- 1

4.4

-- r I

i...__ . .+.

-. II: il



TAUSE C-S. POM: MPSL (Co~madw)
-~ _____ MTAKUTl

COKMXV~ &QAtP OW3 ANAL DEMO TMAW~ TAK caw) AUM Ga" cOwT AV

S~ 11$
sup 3 -3- a I

ai AV

_AAV"'
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TARLU C-?. FOU: M/E REL

-- T- is I -s ,

AV .0 1. t, I. I.i . i
lore) T4 L 4 v t oV IPi I

___ 
ti I 6 t 1

S...... • -... .4_ . . . .. .- .. . i '.. + ; ".

7 AVa i 3 a ,

U ii 7- .. .

10 0 1 0 1 10 to

4.. .... -t .. . -i . ..T - . .. . .. . . - .-... -- .. . - "

*, 4 4 --. A

1 3 . p - . . -,

A .v 9 ' : ¢•+- , - ° +

is AV -
.-

81 W-l '- - -. ... . .

-. . i + i ++ + *_ +. + _10 . *, 1_ 1 10 10 .

AV I S

zTi + - - -. ..- . . .

IOA - " .... .

'3 4., ; 4. ." -,, 4 :+ 4 *• , -

16 AV- - - + t -

as AV O

a l AV " - aG'!
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TABLE C-7. FOX- S MEL fCandm~imO

Jj UPUWICL I;$"TAU""
COMPANY ohjWp &W'*CT  091~ZOIA) LCDM.; AIIM QI COWT AVI:

.I. -_ _

., I

3 3

* AV

*j;1
t-

3ý4



TABLE C-4. ?OM: U/E WT 4. VOL (Con~msc

~~ V UMEAEUT
cfu~mP 4W* Af, JJML CANA'-. TMAM 4 T"UCb DablO AOMW GIN COST AWL

1 10 eI I

IQ- 3 1

.4. AV. 3 a 4.

t IQ---~- t-

M A P t 5 10 5 1 3

OM ~- 10 1 10 0

I S1 0 A V t o I Q i a I Qt

12 SO

13 AV S-- -I

14 A'. -

10K T
uf Av -



TABUL C-G. FM- E: VITWWSVOL

E~~E3ZICI~ ATA.JLITY

WQIAtA 14PEC AML O h1 TPA*$ IMACK MA AMMI 7l'ChEi kos AVL
-nI---~-7~

A V - I

m ap ~.-.

3m AV

* . S O~un~

AV-, , -- K

7



LIS OF ACBONIMS AND Y HBLR
Acl!amywzsbol1 - -_______

A avuilability

ET/kTEavailaliliy

SIT hel-La tetb,
UIT/ETE WWIk-l Wet smlor extovml teat squlpjimu

W/E bulit-ia toot mad/or e~aemi toot eqealpmes

ERR trrgonvoa fault laIMUS" rate

ETE eslerual tet equipmeft

FBfreq~wy of lET/LTL .zeiiua.
FSll ftactic. of erronoxw fault luoLation remit.

rFA fraction of fals. alarm.

FFD 'fraction of [aukh& taecb) ImT? FT

FFDA traction of all faults detectad by B17/F-

FFDID fraction of detectsble faults da~ewcW by blT/L. f F

FI fraction of faults isolated by MNTIET&I

rIP fraction Of false puns

MR fraction of false slawu inacationa
flhltL) fault isolation resolialiom
FMlAB fraction Of Memory allacated for' mvTETE
70)1 filgure of merit
7PIA ham. Pull rate
GIDEP IGoverumw Industry Data kEicbag prwijraM

LAU Use ropbacebe Wait

IICT rpitr IUxw of the ith system coaz4puinu
1iCT k reper time for the kib BIT/LTL coukposea

MML maM~mac~persom ul ~ll level

31731 meas- a.-boeisa-fahlrea

IMTRS/E TA&TE rensUblity
MTTR Isaw-Wme-ta-repeir
MTTft/j: MT/ETE -aial- qt

Nil ~ the qwaMty of N /ETE atetromngs.

~S/Eqss.nty of INT/ETE bffrdbvkft companan"

MC IMAObi r of cOxepMV40ts I a SySOM
k4~ Iawber of JUGis tahe ayate

i64

~~ .Aq



LIST OF ~ACRONYMS AND SYMBOL• (Continued)

Acronym/Symbol Definition

QBDF quantity of faults detected by BIT/ETE

QBIF quantity of BIT/ETE indicated failures (QBIF QFA + QB3DF)

QEFIR quantity of erroneous fault isolation results

QF quantity of all faults

QFA quantity of false alarms

QFD quantity of favlts detected by any means

QFIR quantity of fault isolht!ion results

QGmI quantity of good Rls removed

QIB* quantity of faults isolated with BIT/ETE (QIB < QBDF)

QIL quantity of detected faults isolated to <L Rls by 131T/ETE

QNBDF quantity of faults that are detectable but not by BIT/ETE

(QNBDF = QFD - QBDF)

QRR quantity of Ris removed

QUD quantity of undetected failures (QUD = QF - QFD)

RI replaceable Item

RMA reliabillty/maintainability/availability

S the average fault isolation group size

TB mean BIT/ETE running time

TB, running time of the ith BIT/ETE test routine

TFD mean fault detection time

TF1 mean fault isolation time

TT test 'hroughness

a produce risk

consumer risk

V the rate at which transients occur

6 the rate at whicb out-of-tolerance conditions will occur

XBFj the failure rate of the jth 13IT/ETE component that results in a
false alarm

AB/E failure rate of the BIT/ETE hardware

AB/E k failure rate of the kth BIT/ETE hardware component

XDi failure rate of the ith component that is detectable by BIT/ETE

Ad1  fai'.ure rate of the Ith component associated with the denominator
of the defined FOM

*I r. aI



ULST OF ACRONYMS AND SYMBOLS (Continued)

Acronym/Symbol Definition

XEFlj failure rate of the ith component that results in an erroneous fault
isolation result

liI failure rate of the ith component that is isolatat1l E, BT.ETE

Xi failure rate of the ith component

x, failure rate of the jth RI or unit

XLKj fallure rate of the jth RI associated with the Lk fault isolation
resolution level

A failure rate of the ith component associated with the nir~r r ,•
the defined FOM

XTi failure rate of the ith component that is tested by BIT/ETE

XUDi failure rate of the ith component that is undetectable by any means

IXUDj failure rate of the jth RI or unit that is undetectable by any means

170


